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Title: Schmidt Hammer Lassen Architects wins international competition to design the new sustainable headquarters for global chemical company, Solvay
Architect: Schmidt Hammer Lassen Architects

Solvay, an advanced materials and chemical company, selected Danish
architectural firm Schmidt Hammer Lassen Architects to design its new
headquarters in Brussels. The winning team, also comprised of local firm Modulo
Architects and VK Engineers, was chosen after an international competition
that included European firms OMA, Valode & Pistre, Wilmotte & Associés, and
Henning Larsen.

and green campus. Upon arriving on the new campus, employees and visitors
will feel the spirit of the place.
The Esplanade is the "urban carpet" that welcomes people to the premises
and has a more formal, urban character than its surroundings, featuring
planters with benches, solitary trees, and small reflective pools. The new large
green roof, designed as a geometric garden, offers unobstructed views of the
surroundings. It also features skylights and large sunken gardens that provide
the workshop areas beneath with access to the outdoors.
The existing park on the west side of the entrance will become a dedicated
forest, and will reintroduce the 18th century old water stream linked to the
Senne. Rainwater across the campus will be harvested and reused as much as
possible, and the stream will amplify the natural rainwater ponds to boost
biodiversity while creating microclimates. An open-air amphitheatre in the Yard
on the north side of the campus will connect the headquarters with the new
restaurant. Careful attention has been given to the existing trees when shaping
this space in order to take advantage of the sloping landscape and the historic
value of the existing species.

The new campus signals a shift for Solvay towards a more open, sustainable
culture amidst a recent radical transformation of its business portfolio. The
new building, located on the 22-hectare site that has housed many of Solvay's
activities since 1953, will not be a typical corporate office, but rather a fluid,
collaborative space where teams and partners can co-create and interact.
"In the earliest stages, it became clear that one compact building with one
common entrance into a sweeping atrium would allow everyone who passes
through the headquarters to share the same unique experience of the building,
and create a strong sense of belonging" said Tiago Pereira, Partner at Schmidt
Hammer Lassen. "We translated Solvay's desire for a welcoming, innovative,
sustainable headquarters into an architecturally bold statement that reflects its
core values and creates a new identity."

The green spaces and the large plaza will guide staff and visitors to the glazed,
open and inviting main entrance lobby, flanked by the café and the Solvay
Experience Centre. Inside the building, an impressive atrium, bathed in natural
light, will offer social and visual
connectivity between floors and
departments. The first two floors
house the laboratories and workshops,
while the offices occupy the upper
four floors. In between these, the
Meeting Centre allows employees to
gather, relax and communicate, while
taking in the campus's green views
through large 360° terraces.
Informal workspaces, such as the
large social staircase that lines
the atrium and the peaceful green
patio that serves as a backdrop,
will welcome new ways of working,
communicating and collaborating.
"The building makes a dynamic impression thanks to the shift in levels and
the terraces," said Kim Holst Jensen, Partner at Schmidt Hammer Lassen.
"The extensive digital applications will contribute to the building's smart use
of energy, and the open, transparent design will act as a lighthouse on the
campus."
A sustainable statement
Solvay has ambitious sustainable development objectives, and is committed to
minimizing its industrial waste and the impact of its manufacturing processes
on air, water and soil quality. Schmidt Hammer Lassen's winning design, which
is expected to be certified BREEAM Excellent, will be carbon neutral, using
geothermal energy, solar cells and natural ventilation, all set on a rolling green
campus.
"Over the past six years, Solvay has gone through one of the most profound
business transformations in its 155-year history. This project embodies the start
of a new era for the group's long-term growth, fostering closer connections and
creativity between colleagues, customers and the business," said Jean-Pierre
Clamadieu, CEO of Solvay.

One company. One campus. One building.
Sustainability and resiliency are two key drivers in the design of the new Solvay
headquarters. The company's dedication to its green ambitions are evident
throughout the design of the zero carbon footprint, near zero energy building
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Title: ISG secures £33 million Sheffield student residential project
Developer: ISG

Title: SGP delivers £15 million local centre for Oxfordshire residential development
Architect: SGP

Leading architectural practice, Stephen George + Partners LLP (SGP) has designed
and delivered a £15 million mixed use local centre that will be at the heart of the
3,300 home residential extension of Didcot Great Western Park, in Oxfordshire.
Comprising an 11,000 sqft Asda anchor and 9,400 sq.ft of ancillary retail with 20
apartments and engaging public realm, SGP's local centre will provide high quality
facilities and a focus for the local community.
The client, Henry Davidson Developments, was keen to balance commercial
aspirations and community aspirations. Stuart Hancox, Director at SGP explains:
"The design centred around providing a first class local centre with first class
facilities. We've taken on board the views of the local community to create an
attractive, inclusive scheme, integrated into its surroundings, which people will
want to visit and enjoy. With a strong sense of identity, the development will feed
and sustain a growing local economy now and in the future."
The design took inspiration from the surrounding area, incorporating material
elements from vernacular and landmark buildings, whilst retaining a modern feel
to reflect the youthful population and the scientific technologies prevalent in
local workplaces. The balconied apartments are spacious and offer high levels of
natural light via the generous glazing. Traditional red brick signifies the residential
entrance, whilst the crisp white render gives a modern feel. Lightly coloured glass
balconies enrich the facade and form a vibrant focus and back drop to the newly
created public square.
The buildings concept design accommodated a variety of construction
methodologies, to provide maximum flexibility for the developer, including the
eventual use of a timber frame for the apartment buildings.

www.bournemouth.co.uk/ideas-and-inspiration/selfiewalltrail
Title: Bournemouth and Poole Seafront Transformed into Wonderful Outdoor Art Exhibition!

European student accommodation specialist provider, Valeo, has awarded the
construction and development contract of its first project in the UK to ISG - a
£33 million student accommodation project in Sheffield.
Valeo is working in partnership with ISG, to develop a 586-bed highspecification building located in a strategic location close to the two Sheffield
universities. The tiered building was designed by Valeo to provide students
with an outstanding residential experience. Residents will benefit from highspecification and spacious communal facilities, including a central club lounge
with extensive balcony on the ninth floor overlooking the city, as well as lounge
and study spaces, a café, private dining, cinema and gym.

Peter Haspel, managing director of Valeo Management, commented: “We are
delighted to partner with ISG to create our latest student community building
in Sheffield. Our staff are excited about bringing Valeo’s new brand of student
experience to the thriving city of Sheffield.”
ISG will also form car parking spaces for seven retail units, which will occupy
the ground floor of the new building – adding to the retail provision of this
popular area of Sheffield, with the project scheduled for completion in summer
2019.

ISG has concluded the demolition of an existing garage structure on the site,
and is set to commence the construction of the concrete frame building,
reaching 14-storeys at its highest elevation, which fronts Ecclesall Road. The
building will feature traditional masonry, with brick feature panels to its façade.

Tim Harvey, regional director for ISG, said: “The global popularity of our higher
education institutions sees demand at record levels for places and highquality student accommodation at our top universities. Purpose-built student
residential facilities play a hugely important role in the overall housing mix
within our cities, and this major project signifies that Valeo has ambitious
development plans across the UK.”

Accommodation is configured around four, five and six bed clusters, as well as
a number of studio apartments – all with en-suite facilities. Every bedroom will
benefit from all the latest advanced technologies a student can expect, such as
super fast WiFi available in all rooms.

ISG has a growing portfolio of keynote student accommodation schemes across
the country and is additionally on site delivering a £40 million 675-bed scheme
in central Cardiff, and a 412-bed £39 million mixed-use scheme in the heart of
Liverpool.
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Thanks to local gallery Ambassadeur Art and Bournemouth and Poole Tourism, a
variety of artists, many based in or from the area, have created a series of murals
that make fun, vibrant and colourful backdrops for people’s pictures. The Selfie Wall
Trail stretches from Sandbanks to Southbourne – taking in Branksome Chine, Alum
Chine, Bournemouth Pier, Pier Approach, Boscombe Beach and Fisherman’s Walk. So,
wherever you are on the seafront, the perfect photo opportunity may arise.
There is also the chance of winning a fantastic prize in a competition that will run
throughout the summer.
Launching on May 26th and running till September 2nd, the trail can be followed on
foot, by bike or aboard the famous Land Trains on certain parts of the route.
Cllr John Challinor, Cabinet Portfolio Holder for Leisure at Poole says, “The Selfie Wall
Trail is a fantastic collaboration between Poole and Bournemouth’s tourism teams and
the best of local artistic talent. The project is a perfect way for families and groups of
friends to either explore the whole of the ten miles of seafront or shorter distances –
running, walking or cycling!”
The £99 Flake by Krishna Malla
Ambassadeur Resident Artist Iain Alexander says, “After coming together with
Bournemouth Tourism during the summer of 2017 to produce Bournemouth’s largest
street art in the form of a giant Spiderman at Pier Approach, we wanted to once again
contribute to the art scene in this fantastic seaside town. The Selfie Wall Trail idea
was born and we are delighted to have found sites right along the seafront from Sandbanks to Southbourne, including two on the iconic Bournemouth Pier.”
Work is almost complete and there will be eleven sites, painted by seven different artists including Iain Alexander who has created “Floating Love”, a
kaleidoscopic, shimmering heart created from hundreds of butterflies on the wing, to be found on the East side of The Pier and well known local street artist
Krishna Malla. His mesmerising “The Owl and The Pussy Cat” adorns the Sandbanks end of the seafront while further east at the Alum Chine cloisters, Ricky Also
brings us a light-hearted, 6-framed look at beach life in “La Playa”.
Other designs include hungry sharks, giant ice creams, fish fishing, dapper foxes wearing shades, ethereal angels, cuddly toys in crazy pop colours and giant sky
rockets, all designed for the art of selfie taking and to bring colour and fun to the already fabulous seafront.
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“Get the habit of analysis - analysis will in time
enable synthesis to become your habit of mind.”
Frank Lloyd Wright
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www.aluprof.eu
Article By: Aluprof UK
Title: Unitised Systems For All
Author: Wojciech Brożyna - Managing Director

seals effectively to its unitised neighbour and offers a complete weathered
installation. The unitised solution often shortens the time required to
complete the building envelope and can save weeks on a building programme.
Many of the very large facade companies in the UK and Europe specialise
in unitised systems, but due to the nature of fabrication and logistics, will
not consider projects under a certain value. These companies often hold the
designs to the profiles and initiate weather testing on a ‘per project’ basis.
For small to medium sized buildings in the UK we have therefore normally
resorted to ‘stick’ curtain wall systems which are relatively easy to produce in a
well equipped aluminium fabrication shop.

More specifiers in the UK are becoming aware that Unitised systems are
becoming more affordable and available through UK fabrication specialists.
Simple to install by experienced teams on site, unitised systems can speed
up the completion of the building envelope on site, whilst also catering for
greater building movement.

Whilst these systems can be cost effective, they can take time to complete
on site, often relying on wet sealing solutions in their construction so
program progress can be slow in damp conditions, which is not ideal given the
uncertainty of the British weather.

Manufacturing often requires a new production line with mechanical lifting
equipment. Unitised systems are factory glazed and elements are typically
up to 3.0m in height and 1.2m or more in width which weigh upward
of 150kg once glazed. It is this fully glazed fabrication requirement for
unitised construction which is not normally considered in a typical aluminium
fabrication shop.

Scaffolding is not required when the glazed facade is constructed of unitised
elements. No applied ‘wet’ sealing is required on installation, so units can be
installed in inclement weather, the only issue that does require monitoring
is that of high winds. Being able to install without scaffolding and in damp
weather ensures that the building envelope is watertight in the shortest space
of time and importantly, to programme.

Logistics are also much different to normal commercial aluminium work. Whilst
stick curtain wall systems, unglazed windows and doors can easily be packaged
and loaded onto a flat bed lorry for transport, unitised modules are usually
placed in racks which are either lifted off in their entirety on site, or when
possible, unitised elements can be lifted off individually and installed direct
from the delivery vehicle. As unitised elements take up little space and can be
installed quickly, they are ideal for where site access is very tight and storage
limited.

This leads us onto the third crucial element of unitised facade installation,
that of setting out. A unitised element sits on two brackets fixed to the
building structure, these brackets
need to be set out accurately
around the building on all floors
prior to any units being delivered
on site. Between the units there is
a least two structural seals which
link units together on all sides
allowing for building and thermal
movement whilst creating excellent
weathertight and good thermal
insulation properties.

Where racks of complete elements are loaded to the floor where they are being
installed, special plant is used for installation. These specialised machines pick
up units from the rack, take them beyond the floor edge, turns the unit vertical
and places it upon the fixing brackets, where the unit aligns with the edge
seals of adjacent units.

Tom Wells of Allford Hall Monaghan Morris Architects, comments, “Scotland
Yard is the radical remodelling and extension of a 1930s building in Whitehall,
to provide a new headquarters for the Metropolitan Police.

As unitised systems are manufactured
off site in a controlled environment,
it is often claimed that such
fabrication is conducted to a much
higher standard. Due to the more
specialist manufacture, logistics and
installation, unitised systems are
more expensive than traditional stick
construction. Given that scaffolding
is not required, the additional costs
can be completely offset but with the added benefit of up to 50% reduction in
time to install on site.

“The new west facade was designed as a more contemporary element using
aluminium unitised curtain walling, manufactured in Poland by Aluprof. The
system is a combination of glazed and solid bronze powder coated panels
with a brise-soleil of different colour aluminium fins forming privacy and solar
shading. The colour of the fins sampled the surrounding buildings, creating
a rich tapestry which despite its modern form, complements its prestigious
location.

To ensure that the complete facade contract can be achieved with the correct
expertise and appropriate efficiency, Aluprof offer UK support for their UK
customers with start-up production assistance of unitised systems, offering
both factory based and on site support, from experienced unitised engineers.

“Aluprof were able to produce bespoke extrusions to suit the architectural
design and engineered the system to meet the strict performance requirements,
whilst also advising on delivery, logistics and erection. Due to tight access
and proximity to neighbouring parliamentary buildings, the glazed and Louvre
panels were craned to the roof, assembled together and then lowered into
position in a matter of weeks.”
The choice of curtain wall construction for many years has been limited to
the traditional ‘stick’ form of construction. Aluminium mullion and transom
profiles prepared in the factory are assembled and fixed onto the building in
a grid formation and later glazed on site with, or without, pressure plates.
These systems offer an excellent solution for small or large areas of glazed
facades.
A relatively simple concept, a unitised facade installation consists of
individually glazed, aluminium framed, complete unitised elements being
delivered and assembled on site. Each unit is complete and, once in place,
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The most competitive stick systems comprise of 50mm mullion and transom
sight lines which suit most construction requirement, but care is needed when
calculating for allowable thermal and building movement. Unitised systems
are complete facade elements which span from floor to floor and are often in
standard module widths that allow for greater movement around their unitised
perimeters than that of their stick system counterparts.
In today’s construction market, filling the supply gap between the huge
facade contractors and the smaller to medium sized facade contractors are
the aluminium ‘systems’ companies. These systems companies supply ‘off
the shelf’ profiles complete with hardware solutions to the experienced
fabricator and installation contractors. The systems are manufactured to strict
guidelines, often laid down in a comprehensive technical manual, and once
installed, perform to extensive weathering capabilities. Until a decade or so
ago, no systems companies provided such unitised solutions.

As one of Europe's leading systems companies, Aluprof’s MB-SE75 competitively
priced unitised curtain wall system has been extensively tested and used on
many European and Worldwide projects. Projects in London are also under
installation at this time. Our philosophy is one of bespoke design when in
consultation with specifiers. Project details and solutions can be developed by
our technical department in the UK before the project goes to tender to ensure
that construction details are both robust and covered by Aluprof’s warranty.
Our Aluprof UK head office and extensive distribution centre is located in
Altrincham, Cheshire. Our systems are increasingly being specified on a
wide range of residential and commercial projects across the UK. Systems are
designed, fabricated and installed by selected, specially trained companies, to
ensure each fabricated product meets the Aluprof exacting standards.
Further information is available on our company’s website at www.aluprof.
eu and specialist advice is available directly from our UK offices on 0161 941
4005.

Windows, doors and stick curtain wall systems can easily be produced on a
typical fabrication line, as the completed products are of reasonable size which
can be manually handled and easily delivered. Unitised construction requires
a significant investment in new plant and machinery, as well as experience in
manufacture, logistics and installation.
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Article By: Sto
Title: THE SILENT TREATMENT
Author: Michael Wallace, Sto Technical Consultant for Acoustics

Article By: SE Controls
Title: EN12101 – Safety In Numbers

Merely fitting an actuator to a vent or window, unless they have been
tested together, does not provide a compliant solution and compromises the
effectiveness of the life safety system.

Designing with your ears - To avoid these sorts of problems designers need to
‘design with their ears’ and make acoustic considerations a key issue right from
the outset. They need to think about absorbing noise, echoes and resonances
within the spaces where they originate, and consider such things as the size,
height, volume and shape of their intended design. Other factors include the
presence of any hard, reflective surfaces and the furnishings used within the
space.

The seamless results available with today’s systems can
satisfy the modern desire for clean and uncluttered lines.

When it comes to acoustics in buildings, many people have a basic
misunderstanding of the principles involved, and this generally stems from
a lack of knowledge of the differences between reflected sound, noise
transference and vibration. This can seriously inhibit the creation of effective
acoustic solutions, so it’s important to set the record straight if we’re to create
practical acoustic environments in buildings.
If we look at noise transference, this refers to sounds that originate in one
room and then spread to an adjoining space, perhaps via a poorly constructed
partition wall, or by vibrating through a building component. Reflected sound
however – also known as attenuation and reverberation – refers to sound
generated within a space which then reflects off any hard, impervious surfaces
such as walls, floors and ceilings.

A modern acoustic system will enable acoustic
and visual considerations to be balanced.

Remember that every building presents its own unique acoustic challenge,
and so there is no standard formulaic solution that is guaranteed to solve the
problem. Each case demands a bespoke solution, and that is why it’s important
to engage the services of an acoustic engineer who will be able to develop an
acoustic model of the space and
provide reliable guidance. They
A good acoustic system manufacturer
will ensure that your acoustic
will advise on how best to
solution complies with all the
accommodate light fittings, diffusers
current legislative requirements,
and ceiling bulkheads.
and their advice can remove the
need for any costly retro-fitting
which might otherwise be needed
later on.
Another key to success is to
involve a reputable acoustic
systems manufacturer in the
project as early as possible.
They will be able to guide you
through the different acoustic
systems available on today’s
market and help you select the
most appropriate solution that
will perform both acoustically and
aesthetically. The manufacturer
will be able to create independent
acoustic graphs for your project
so that the acoustic engineer can
model the varying frequencies and then advise on the requirements for each
individual space.
The manufacturer should also be able to offer support on-site and advise on
how their system can work with the many different features such as light
fittings, bulkheads and access panels that will need to be accommodated. They
will make recommendations on substrate preparation and final finishing, and
some will also have trained, authorized installers who will provide the highest
quality of installation.
Looking good - Although effective acoustic performance is a prime requirement,
aesthetic considerations are also important, and the two elements should work
together. Conventional acoustic systems have traditionally used a metal grid
infilled with acoustic boards, or boards perforated with multiple holes and used
in conjunction with mineral wool quilts. Unfortunately, these solutions restrict
the design potential of the room involved and they do tend to become unsightly
over time.

In a poorly designed acoustic environment communication can be difficult. The
clarity and intelligence of speech can be impaired as the sound is ‘blurred’ by
the fluttering and echoes that will probably be present, and this can be a real
problem, especially for those who may already have hearing issues. Vowels and
consonants are often lost in the general noise of the room, and this can even
make the space unusable.
This problem is especially serious in places like schools, universities, restaurants
and mixed-use spaces. Swimming pools are another prime example - large open
spaces filled with hard surfaces and a large water surface area, all of which can
damage the pool’s acoustic performance.
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However, modern homogeneous alternatives are now available and these allow
the creation of monolithic and seamless finishes which combine excellent
acoustic performance with the ability to satisfy the modern trend for clean,
uncluttered lines. This type of solution really highlights the fact that where
architects and clients have adventurous visions for the interiors of their
buildings, todays modern acoustic systems can translate those visions into
reality without compromising on the acoustic performance. To find out more
about Sto, please visit www.sto.co.uk, or call 0141 892 8000.

Non-compliance is policed in the main by Approved Inspectors and Building
Control Officers who now look for proof of certification under the directions of
BS7346-8 – 2013 ‘Components for smoke control systems Code of Practice for
planning, design, installation, commissioning and maintenance’ throughout the
construction process.
Complacency and lack of understanding is the issue at hand
It is a common misunderstanding that the Approved Inspector takes
responsibility for certification via inspection, however this is not the case, as
the responsibility lies with the person placing the product onto the market. Yes,
inspectors and clients should and will pick up non-compliance, but they are not
fully accountable.

Life safety provision within buildings has rightfully been under severe scrutiny
in recent months, as it is vital to ensure a building provides a safe environment
for its residents. Smoke control systems are a vital and integral part of a
building’s life safety system and regulations already exist that place a legal
responsibility upon a building’s owners to ensure the systems are regularly
maintained to a specified standard.
Every smoke control system contains products that are subject to mandated
quality standards to ensure that in the case of an emergency, they operate
correctly and enable common escape routes to be kept free of smoke, aiding
safe escape. In addition they also allow safe entry for fire services to tackle the
fire.
In July 2013, the Construction Products Regulations (CPR) mandated the CE
marking of all products used within the construction industry that are covered
by a harmonised European standard (hEN). For smoke ventilation systems, the
suite of product standards used in the UK and Europe is the EN12101 family.
There are a number of applicable standards within this family including
EN12101-2, which covers ‘smoke and heat exhaust ventilators (SHEVs),
prEN12101-9 for ’control systems’ and EN1201-10 that covers ’power supplies’.
This simply means that for these products to be CE marked, they must comply
with the relevant EN12101 standard.
Looking specifically at EN12101-2 2003, SHEV’s, both vertical and inclined
vents, utilised for life safety smoke ventilation systems, automatically fall
within scope of the CPR. This adds stricter testing criteria to ensure product
performance meets the required standards and are compliant.

Unfortunately, if proof of compliance cannot be provided, it is too late to signoff the building, resulting in delays and compensation claims under damage
clauses. However, should a non-compliant smoke vent fail during a fire incident,
the consequences are far more severe not only to the occupants, but also to the
company whose products failed to meet the standard.
Alongside a range of actuators, SE Controls also offers the OSLoop, OS2 and PSU
Smoke Control Systems, all of which are compliant to EN12101-10.
From a building design perspective, many SE Controls actuators and control
systems are now available as BIM objects, which include extensive product
information and COBie data. Whilst this is a complex set of regulations,
compliance and a certified solution is verified by a Declaration of Performance
(DoP), combined with their delivery qualifications, both on and off-site.
The DoP contains reference to the Notified Approved Body that underwrites
the process and the test references. It also contains the performance criteria
against the test annexes in the form of declared essential characteristics and is
signed by a Director of the company placing the SHEV onto the market.
Whether installation is carried out by SE Controls or an approved SE Controls
Installation Partner, a Notified Approved Body will have already underwritten
the process.
The entire industry is responsible for ensuring the highest possible standards
are met and maintained for life safety systems, however for building owners and
product manufacturers, when it comes to smoke ventilations systems, if a DoP
cannot be produced, the system is not compliant.
www.secontrols.com

A key element of this standard dictates that the vent and actuator must be
tested together, as a system, to all specifications within the annexes of the
standard. Additionally, the tests must be conducted at an accredited facility.
The results of all tests are then declared via the certification process
proving compliance to the CPR. The certification process also covers the
fabrication quality of the vent, as a SHEV carries a higher level of manufacture
classification, ‘System 1’, compared to a ‘standard’ window, which is ‘System
3’. If the actuator is fitted on site it must also be delivered under an audited
process to ensure the solution is identical to how it was tested.
Products from most leading façade system providers are now tested with SE
Controls actuators to this standard, utilising the company’s extensive range of
uniquely UK manufactured products.
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“Beauty is the oracle that speaks to us all”
Luis Barragan

Photos supplied by © Tom Manley Photography

Appointed by main contractor Balfour Beatty Construction,
Procladd (Scotland) Ltd commenced work on the 3,500m2
aluminium rainscreen system in May 2017. This consisted of
a Booth Muirie Alucobond Spectra ACM panel system, finished
in a distinct Red Brass colour with Iridescent “Colour Shift”
properties. The colour stands out as the main feature of
the hotel, carefully matching the Radisson Red brand and
continually changing shades with the reflection and refraction
of light.
SFS, who lead the market with powder coated fastening
solutions for the building envelope, provided fasteners to
perfectly match the iridescent red of the Alucobond Spectra
ACM panel. Chosen for its superior aesthetics, SFS's self drilling
SX3 fastener with its unique patented irius® head has a low
profile, smooth, unblemished appearance that can be perfectly
colour matched to any finish.
Grade A4 316 stainless steel fasteners were chosen for the
application due to their enhanced performance and anticorrosive properties, helping to extend the life of the building
and, therefore, qualify for SFS's extended warranty.
Keith Burrell CEO and Stuart Tulloch Managing Director of
Procladd (Scotland) Ltd commented, "It has been great to be
involved in this prestigious project. The main feature of the
building is the aluminium rainscreen system which is coloured
in a unique and vivid red. SFS worked very closely with us
to ensure that a perfect colour match was achieved, and we
couldn’t be happier with the results."
Serving the British roofing and cladding market from its UK
HQ and production facility in Leeds, SFS works closely with
architects, OEMs and installers throughout the design and
build programme to create high quality, sustainable and
warrantied building envelopes.
Find out more at www.sfsintec.co.uk

Red Hot Collaboration For SFS And Procladd (Scotland)
Scottish roofing and cladding contractor Procladd (Scotland) Ltd have
collaborated with fastener specialist SFS on the eagerly anticipated Radisson
Red hotel, which recently opened its doors. A striking building situated on the
north bank of the River Clyde in Glasgow's events hub, it is located near the
SECC, the Clyde Auditorium (locally known as the Armadillo) and the Hydro
Arena.
Designed by ADF Architects, the £30m, ten-storey boutique hotel will be
Europe's first new build for the Radisson Red brand and will be the first hotel
owned by Forrest Hotels, part of the Forrest Group. With 176 bedrooms and an
impressive roof top sky bar with views over Glasgow, the hotel’s opening was
hotly anticipated by the city’s tourism leaders as it continues to grow as a
business and leisure destination.
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Privacy On Demand For
Four Degree Whisky Lounge
Situated in South West London stands Four Degree: A contemporary Japanese restaurant with a modern European
twist! Recently featured on the popular Channel 4 reality TV show, Made in Chelsea, Four Degree really is the place
to be for exquisite cocktails and fine dining. Now home to the UK’s first Macallan Whisky Lounge, the restaurants’
interior design demanded a high quality touch for their valued customers. ESG were commissioned to supply the
LCD privacy glass needed to create a floor to ceiling wall partition between the Whisky Lounge and the restaurant
space.
For a space that demanded elegance, quality and privacy, ESG switchable glass was the optimum choice. By
utilising ESG’s latest 12mm LCD privacy glass with a grey switchable tint, a total of of 20m2 was manufactured
at ESG’s UK facility before one of it’s preferred installation
partners installed the glass partition between the two spaces.
The minimalist, frameless design was achieved by installing a
minimal 25mm depth top and bottom track to hold the glass
which allows an unobstructed view into the lounge showing
casing its fantastic whisky displays.
The complete installation was powered by just one ESG4K Controller and a wall mounted, wireless switch. All
electrical systems were fitted with no visible wiring and bus
bars providing a clean, aesthetically pleasing finish. Each
switchable panel hosts a high clarity film situated between
two low iron glass panels.
By producing near zero haze, the glass walling will easily
allow natural light to flow throughout the Lounge, while
also blocking 99% of UV rays. At the touch of a button,
the glass can effortlessly change from uninterrupted views
across the restaurant to instant privacy. In approximately
100 milliseconds the Whisky Lounge can be turned into an
intimate space for whisky lovers, private parties and valued
clients.
With the unique technology inside ESG’s 4K controllers,
developed in house and exclusive to ESG, the company has
no doubt that it’s switchable privacy glass will provide
a stunning, yet functional, addition to the Four Degree
restaurant for years to come.
www.esg.glass

ESG supplied product:
• 10 12mm grey tinted ESG Switchable™
glass panels. 9 fixed, 1 hinged door
• ESG Switchable™ 4K controller
• ESG Switchable™ JB junction box
• ESG Switchable™ wireless wall switch
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When designing both residential and
commercial buildings, the provision of
natural light, both for energy efficiency
and wellbeing plays a crucial part in the
process.
Whilst windows need to remain functional,
allowing them to be opened, to safely
carry glazed units and ensure thermal
efficiency, the profiles need to be a slim
as possible to allow as much natural light
into the building space as possible.
Until recently, the slimmest profiles
have only been available in steel, but
now, more efficient systems designed in
aluminium are available with very slim
sight lines. One of the most advanced
systems is designed and supplied into the
U.K. market by the leading Polish systems
company, Aluprof.

The Importance Of Natural Light

The ‘Industrial Window’ was developed in
Poland to enable many of their historic
buildings to be refurbished with similar
slim window profiles. Here in the U.K.
the system has been used on both new
and refurbishment projects.
One of a growing number of developments in the U.K. and Ireland, Valentine Place in London, is a
new build development consisting of various apartments and mews style houses located in a built up
area within Southwark. The importance of using as much available light as possible, lead the design
team to specify the ‘MB-60 Industrial’ system.
Not only does the system offer a slim sight line appearance, but the profiled design of the
components give it a truly ‘industrial’ appeal.
Aluprof UK’s head office and extensive distribution centre is located in Altrincham, Cheshire. Aluprof
systems are increasingly being specified on a wide range of residential and commercial projects
across the UK including Passivhaus projects. Systems are designed, fabricated and installed by
selected, specially trained local companies, to ensure each fabricated product meets Aluprof’s
exacting standards.
Further information is available on the company’s website at www.aluprof.eu and specialist advice is
available directly from Aluprof’s UK offices on 0161 941 4005.
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Crittall Feature In Makeover
For West London’s ‘Hollywood’
An art deco styled estate that set out to become a mini-Hollywood has been restored to its 1930s
glory with the help of Crittall Windows. Ealing Village, west London, was conceived as a means
of attracting film stars working at nearby Ealing Studios which produced some of the UK’s most
successful and best loved comedies between 1930 and the 1950s. The estate, which is now Grade II
listed, was designed by architects R Thomas and Partners and features an outdoor swimming pool,
tennis court, clubhouse, bowling green and croquet lawn.
Interiors were also quite sumptuous for the period with such advanced concepts as fitted kitchens.
However, many of the stars at which it was aimed preferred instead to be chauffeured to and from
West End hotels, so it was mainly film crew that inhabited the apartments. The Dutch Colonial style
buildings feature white-painted exteriors and, perhaps apocryphally, escaped the World War Two
bombing that flattened the nearby railway because the German bombers mistook the estate for a
hospital. The estate did, however, lose its external gates and railings, melted down for the war effort
and these features have now been restored as part of the refurbishment package.
Also, good as new (in fact better) are the windows in the five apartment blocks. The original Crittall
Standard Metal windows, not having been galvanised, and single-glazed, had certainly passed the
end of their useful life. They have been replaced with Crittall Homelight double-glazed windows
and Corporate W20 doors have also been installed. Now galvanised and dual colour polyester
powder coated the new fenestration is finished in Buckingham Green externally and white internally,
replicating the original appearance of this unique development. www.crittall-windows.co.uk
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Corian® Is Ahead Of The Curve With Impressive Interior
And Exterior Cladding For The New Menai Science Park
Building By Faulknerbrowns
An undulating ribbon of Corian® forms the high-impact first impression
of the magnificent new Menai Science Park (M-SParc) by FaulknerBrowns
Architects. The first science park to be developed in Wales, the
£15.5million project aims to drive growth in knowledge-based industries,
with a focus on clean and sustainable technology. A wholly owned
subsidiary of Bangor University, M-SParc is working closely with the
university to provide expertise and support to local enterprise.

clean workshops and admin facilities. The structure is characterised by
a continuous ﬂowing ribbon that forms ﬂoor, wall and roof surfaces,
wrapping around the space within while also connecting the building to
the exterior landscape.
“The architecture is intended to reflect the values of M-SParc,” says
Leighton Cooksey, Project Director at FaulknerBrowns, “and to create a
high quality, unique environment to promote energy and innovation while
attracting the best new initiatives and creating a thriving community
space.”
The form of the building posed a number of challenges as the ribbon
needed to contain all building services, structure and waterproofing
within a continuous thickness of just 850mm. A seamless finish was
desired to create a monolithic appearance with minimal joints. The
chosen material had to meet a variety of orientations, be formed into
tight internal radii of 400mm and withstand the worst of the Anglesey
weather.

The 5,000m² building features an Open Innovation Space offering
conferencing, co-working and hospitality (both for businesses and the
wider community) plus incubator and grow-on office space, laboratories,
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“We investigated a number of alternative cladding systems including
glass reinforced concrete, aluminium composites, cassette panels and
high-pressure laminate, but very quickly chose Corian® as the preferred
solution,” Leighton continues, “Working with Unique Fabrications, we
developed the principle of a Corian® rainscreen cladding system over a
waterproofed steel frame. Corian® proved to be the perfect material to
deal with the sinuous form of the ribbon, with the thermoformed curved
panels, preformed corners and invisible fixings and thus to meet the
architectural design intent. “

FaulknerBrowns carried out extensive research together with M-SParc
to assess the weathering performance and robustness of the proposed
cladding, confirming that it would withstand the rigours of the
exposed site. “The smooth, non-porous nature of Corian® and its ease
of cleaning and maintenance made it the ideal choice for ensuring the
longevity of the pristine white finish,” Leighton concludes.
Fabricated and installed by Corian® Industrial Partner, Unique
Fabrications Ltd, the cladding consists of 1300m2 of Corian® in
Glacier White thermoformed into sculptural panels and fitted over 15
weeks using an aluminium support system.
Corian® also makes an impressive appearance to the interior of the
building, continuing the ribbon motif with cladding around varying
levels of the lobby and forming the main reception desk. Both
applications make the most of the material’s translucency and its
compatibility with technology, by smoothly integrating backlit logos
for added impact.
Operational Director of M-Sparc, Pryderi ap Rhisiart, adds “We did a
lot of research ourselves before agreeing to the Corian® cladding, and
we know we’ve made the right choice. The impact is exactly what we
wanted from this flagship building. The public and businesses alike
comment on the external and internal design when they enter, with
the Corian® creating a clean, professional finish fitting to a building
of this stature. It really does have the wow factor.”
www.corian.uk
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“Men can do all things if they will”
Leon Battista Alberti

News

News

Products Receive LABC Registered Detail Certification
Six of the A. Proctor Group products were certified by the Local Authority Building Control (LABC)
in June 2018. Roofshield breather membrane, Procheck Adapt® variable-permeability VCL, and the
range of Spacetherm® aerogel insulation laminates (Wallboard, Multi, Directfix and Wall Liner)
were all accepted and added to LABC’s on-line database of Registered Details.
LABC Registered Details is the only certification scheme of its kind that is recognised by all UK
local building authorities. Products that go through the registration process and are accepted
demonstrate compliance with building regulations and standards across England, Scotland and
Wales.
According to the LABC, the benefits of Registration include providing confidence to the
industry on the suitability and performance of construction materials, increasing exposure and
marketability by featuring approved products in an on-line database and, most importantly,
simplifying the building control process by making the route to acceptance easier, faster and
cheaper.
Regional Sales Manager, Mark Lambourn, is optimistic about the effect LABC recognition will
have, particularly for his customers in the domestic market. “Third-party accreditation is something the A. Proctor Group has always worked hard to get
for our products,” he says, “because it makes life easy for our clients.” Lambourn believes the industry’s high-regard for the LABC, and the effect LABC
certification will have on streamlining the building control process, are the two biggest benefits of LABC Registered Detail certification.
www.proctorgroup.com

Take It Easy With Sikaceram Fix & Grout
Let Everbuild – A Sika Company take the hassle out of tiling with
SikaCeram® Fix & Grout; a ready mixed waterproof wall tile adhesive and
grout for use in bathrooms, showers and kitchens.
Coming ready mixed and ready to use straight from the tub, SikaCeram®
Fix & Grout is incredibly easy to apply with none of the mess associated
with traditional powered products, and as it can be used as a grout as
well as an adhesive, there is no need for two separate products saving
valuable time and money.
Non slip with very high bond strength, SikaCeram® Fix & Grout is
ideal for use on vertical surfaces and can be used for all ceramic tiles
including porcelain, vitrified tiles and mosaics. SikaCeram® Fix &amp;
Grout dries to a brilliant white finish with the high quality anti-mould
formula ensuring that the product stays white for years to come.
www.everbuild.co.uk

Ancon Honoured At Third Buckingham Palace Royal Reception

V E R S A T I L E

2018 Edition

Lanes Rail Selected To Deliver
Elizabeth Line Maintenance
Transport for London has instructed
Lanes Rail to carry out the reactive and
planned premises maintenance for the
underground section of the new Elizabeth
Line through central London. Lanes Rail,
part of Lanes Group plc, will be responsible for maintenance at six new stations
along the central section of the route:
Paddington, Farringdon, Bond Street, Tottenham Court Road, Liverpool Street, and
Whitechapel. T
ransport for London (TfL) had already
awarded Lanes Rail a four-year framework
maintenance contract on the eastern
section of the Elizabeth Line, once part
of the Great Eastern Main Line, between
Maryland and Brentwood stations. Work
includes high level maintenance and
cleaning, and drainage maintenance. The
maintenance work on the central section
represents an extension of a wider facilities management contract, known as 1FM,
won by Lanes in 2017.
www.lanesfordrains.co.uk
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Ancon has been honoured at a Royal reception to
celebrate its success in the 2018 Queen’s Awards for
Enterprise – the third Queen’s Award for the company.
The champagne reception, held in the State Rooms of
Buckingham Palace, was hosted by HRH The Prince of
Wales, on behalf of HM The Queen. Other members of
the Royal Family, including HRH The Duke of Kent, were
in attendance, underlining the status of this prestigious
industry award. Ancon’s Export Manager, Hervé Poveda,
and Operations Director, Peter McDermott, represented
Ancon at the event, along with representatives of its
business partner, MagmaTech, joint winners with Ancon of the 2018 award. The 2018 Award will be
officially presented to Ancon later in the year when the Lord Lieutenant of South Yorkshire, HM The
Queen’s local representative, visits the company’s recently-extended production facility in Sheffield.
www.ancon.co.uk

Waterloo’s Tech Guide Gets Even Better
The Green Book, the industry’s air diffusion technical
guide, just got even better. With 26,000 hard copies and
hundreds of downloads of the first edition in circulation,
this popular guide has been an indispensable resource
for the industry since 2011. Waterloo Air Products Plc,
publishers of the 48-page second edition of the Green
Book, has updated everything needed by HVAC consultants,
engineers and architects to incorporate air diffusion into
their projects.
This valuable publication is packed with information about
air diffusion. Comfort criteria and acoustic information
is included, as well as terms, definitions and symbols. In
addition, there is information on conventional air diffusion patterns and a simple product selection
guide. While Waterloo use its products for illustration purposes, this unbiased guide provides important
performance data to make it easier to choose the right product for the project. If you would like a copy
of the new Green Book from Waterloo, go to www.waterloo.co.uk/technical/the-green-book

P E R F O R M A N C E

F R O M

V M Z I N C

©

VMZINC

GALLERY
United Kingdom
and
Ireland

6th Edition Of VMZINC
Focus On Zinc
The 2018 edition of VMZINC®’s FOCUS
ON ZINC showcases 18 more projects
worldwide which were shortlisted for the
company’s ARCHIZINC TROPHY. FOCUS ON
ZINC is extensively illustrated, featuring
comprehensive information on each
project and inviting readers to evaluate
the metal’s distinctive visual aesthetic as
well as its technical and environmental
value. Diverse projects illustrate zinc’s
versatility, with prizes awarded in
four categories, Individual Housing,
Collective Housing, Public Buildings
and Commercial Buildings. Designers are
given international visibility as well as
an opportunity to highlight their creative
use of VMZINC® products.
www.facebook.com/pg/
VMZINCforArchitecture/
photos/?tab=album&album_
id=1528104000632886
vmzinc.uk@vmzinc.com

A Toast to Scottish Architectural Excellence
GEZE UK raised a glass to toast Scottish Architectural
Excellence when it sponsored the Royal Incorporation of
Architects in Scotland (RIAS) Awards Dinner for the fourth
consecutive year.
Twelve award winners were revealed at the prestigious blacktie event which took place at The Hilton, Glasgow, in June.
Andy Howland, sales and marketing director for GEZE UK,
presented an award to Allan Murray Architects Ltd, for
Boroughmuir High School, Edinburgh, which was noted to
have an “excellent relationship between inside and out.”
The project also took one of the RIBA National Awards
along with Lochside House, West Highlands and Nucleus, The Nuclear Decommissioning Authority and
Caithness Archive, in Wick. Another winner was LDN Architects whose development of the 19th century
McEwan Hall, for The University of Edinburgh, which incorporated GEZE products. www.geze.co.uk

Expansion Into Advanced Composites Brings Third Queen’s Award For Ancon
Structural fixings manufacturer, Ancon, has won a 2018 Queen’s
Award for Enterprise in the Innovation category, for the successful
introduction and on-going development of its advanced composite,
low thermal conductivity, Teplo wall tie range. T
eplo wall ties are manufactured from continuous basalt fibres set
in a resin matrix; a fibre-reinforced polymer that is 70 times more
thermally efficient than steel. When used to join the two leaves of
a cavity wall, this material virtually eliminates cold bridging across
the insulated cavity. Launched by Ancon in 2010 as part its market
leading wall tie range, Teplo has helped future-proof traditional
masonry cavity wall construction techniques, by minimising
insulation thickness and wall footprint.
Whilst Ancon’s first Queen’s Award for Innovation in 2012
recognised the company’s in-house development of a unique lockable concrete-connecting steel
component, this second Innovation award has been won jointly with its external strategic partner in this
advanced composite development, MagmaTech. www.ancon.co.uk
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News

BEST HAS GOT
BETTER

Fabricating A Future
RCM announces the latest addition to their
already successful operations – a new Sigma
SCM Impact 90 Beam saw and a new Palamatic
mechanical lifting device, both installed at
RCM’s main fabrication unit. RCM, a major
supplier of complete through wall solutions
opens up a new chapter in their business
growth.
Continuous investment has seen RCM grow their
capabilities and their reputation as a reliable
supplier resulting in an ever growing customer
and project base. As well as RCM’s complete
through wall solutions and building board
offerings, their growing facades division has
equally bolstered business.
Today, RCM are delighted to announce the latest
addition to their already successful operations
– a new Sigma SCM Impact 90 Beam saw and a
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new Palamatic mechanical lifting device, both
installed at RCM’s main fabrication unit.
The new Sigma SCM Impact 90 Beam saw, as
well as the Palamatic mechanical lift device
have allowed RCM to double their fabrication
capacity overnight.
The highly-efficient panel saw with its 90mm
saw blade projection, as well as the Palamatic
mechanical lifting device ensures a safer
operation for both people and materials.
Further, as the saw is specified with a laser
line, RCM are even able to offer cutting custom
decorative print and raked panels for their
customers.
These extra capabilities are also sure to
encourage additional enquiries in due time.
In order to keep up with the demand for
supply and fabrication of facades in particular,

RCM have not just invested in new machinery
but have also hosted a special recruitment
drive, increasing their workforce in order
to successfully handle new projects and
opportunities in the future.
“Once again RCM are in a good position to
offer our customers a highly efficient service
by increasing our ability to fabricate even more
boards and facades than ever before. Our recent
successful recruitment drive has also benefitted
RCM by adding extra staff, who are highly
experienced in their respective roles. As our
business grows, we look forward to an exciting
future ahead.” (Ian Quinton, Managing Director
RCM) www.buildingboards.co.uk

Easy to fit
and service

Market-Leading Dudley Vantage® and
Miniflo® - Flush volumes down to 2.6L:
 Unrivalled performance with latest
flushing technology
 Reliable, durable & trusted brand
 Perfect finish; bespoke plates & range of
buttons available

  Call 0121 530 7000 or visit
Made in
the UK

3
year

www.dudleybathroomproducts.co.uk

3 Year
warranty*
*
Terms apply, see website
for details
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Hitachi Air Conditioning Launches New
Market-Leading VRF
Johnson Controls Hitachi Air Conditioning Europe has launched an innovative new
range of modular VRF units for 2018 under the Hitachi brand. Called Set Free Sigma,
the outdoor units for 2-pipe Heat Pump and 3-pipe Heat Recovery will replace
the existing Set Free VRF units and will be produced in the company’s European
manufacturing facility in Spain.
Available from 5 to 24HP in a single unit module and up to 96HP with
combinations, the outdoor unit casing has been completely redesigned and offers a
total of seven new capacity models - 18, 20, 22 and 24HP (Standard) and 14,16 and
18HP (High Efficiency). This extended lineup achieves higher power combinations
from fewer units, requiring fewer connections and delivering improved installation
flexibility - meeting the needs of specifiers, installers and end users.
All units are compatible with Hitachi’s System Free indoor range, with comfort (cold
draught) protection available as standard across the range. The High Efficiency
FSXNPE model combinability ratio has been extended to 150% with up to 64
connectable 0.4HP or 0.6HP indoor units.
Using R410A refrigerant, the full Hitachi Sigma VRF range benefits from a new high
efficiency DC inverter compressor for precise control by 0.1Hz increments which
achieves a 4.6% increase in seasonal efficiency over previous models. Combined
with a new fan design, bell-mouth fan housing and sigma-shape heat exchanger,
the Set Free Sigma VRF range achieves improved efficiency even at low or partial
load in cooling operation, with performances increased to achieve SEER up to 8.33
and SCOP up to 5.06. www.hitachi-hvac.com

Designs On Better Heating Control
Timeguard’s new Programastat+ range of wall-mounted thermostats
and multi-channel heating controllers for 2018 delivers premium looks,
premium performance without premium pricing.
People care about the looks of what you fit on their walls – if it looks
better than what you’ve replaced, they will be happy when you finish the
job. If it goes on to perform better, then they will stay happy.
So Timeguard is continually finding ways to bring affordable heating
control design and performance bang up to date for you and your
customers.

Sigma is VRF with
flexibility built in
With its new Sigma-shaped heat exchanger,
the Set Free Sigma VRF range is high efficiency
even at low or partial load in cooling mode,
achieving SEER up to 8.33 and a marketleading SCOP of up to 5.06.

The Programastat+ range ticks al the boxes on design and looks. Even
better, new and improved components combine to deliver more accurate,
responsive and reliable control, ensuring that the new ‘stats and
controllers work alongside the modulating design of modern boilers to
deliver comfort and energy efficiency for homeowners.
WiFi option - Headlining the new range is a WiFi wall thermostat that
simply replaces existing 2 or 3 wire installations. The stand-out design
feature is the subtle white neon temperature indicator that puts these
devices on a level with the most-expensive designer wiring accessories.
Will they work? Well, Timeguard has a great track record with its WiFicontrolled fused spur timers, so the answer is an unequivocal yes.

✔ 5HP to 24HP in a single unit module
up to 96HP with combinations
✔ Two pipe heat pump, three pipe
heat recovery
✔ Off coil temperature control
eliminates cold draughts
✔ Japanese technology,
manufactured in Europe
To find out more call Hitachi on 020 3901 0912
@hitachiairconUK
hitachi-hvac.com
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electronic thermostats. Originally conceived as being easier for older
users, these almost-retro designs prove popular across all age groups.
With the Economy 7 model, Timeguard makes it easier than ever to

NEW

Covering all the bases - The comprehensive range has an easily-fitted
solution for virtually any domestic heating control scenario. With 1,2 3 or
4 channel programmable controllers, homes of any size can be managed,
and you can add smart zoned control inexpensively.
There are wireless programmable room thermostats, and options for
boost control to provide extra heating at the press of a single button.
Timeguard has also retained the popular dial-controlled option for

take advantage of off-peak power with a new programmer that is
interchangeable with Sangamo and Horstmann. It has pre-selected
timing options to get you up and running quickly, but these are manually
adjustable to suit any overnight plan. In fact, users may l never need
to make adjustments, because on-demand push-button boost options are
built in to give them 30 minutes, 1-hour or 2-hour extra power.
A countdown display ensure that occupiers know what the heating status
is at any time and that they are in control. Timeguard technical manager
Peter Staniforth said: “Good looks are high on everyone’s agenda, but
performance matters too. With this range we can deliver premium
products without premium pricing. There’s no need to settle for less.”
www.timeguard.com
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Environmental Control

Integrated Piping System An Ideal
Solution For Modern Construction
A highly efficient pipework system from leading
manufacturer Pegler Yorkshire, has delivered infinite
benefits to endless modern construction projects
across the UK, including a recent project by Scottish
company Arc-Tech.
The £2.8m contract to construct the Hawkshead
Centre was carried out on behalf of the Veterans’
Charities and the Royal Blind Association. The Day
Centre has a striking roof design to replicate the
wings of a Hawk jet, a subtle nod towards its military
connections, whilst the 55-bed care home is a modern
building with a sensory garden at its centre.
“Our integrated piping system fulfils the demanding
briefs set by today’s architects and specifiers giving
installers confidence in the fitting and commissioning
process,” said Eleanor Johnson Fittings Market
Manager for Pegler Yorkshire. “The heat free, push and
press fit technology offers compatible pipes, fittings
and valves and is an ideal solution in a variety of
projects and continues to grow in popularity across all sectors.”
A shining example of this was when Arc-Tech (Scotland) Ltd, who have worked on flagship projects across Scotland, were commissioned to be
the main M & E contractor at the Hawkshead Centre. The contract was carried out in a tough 40-week period on time, and on budget, and this
was attributed to the products and the support received from the Pegler Yorkshire.
VSH Tectite push-fit system, by Pegler Yorkshire, was chosen as the preferred solution for this particular project for its credentials and ability
to be easily connected. Its heat free technology ensures a clean and speedy installation of the system whilst the complementary valves
provided the completed services with greater efficiency and control. www.pegleryorkshire.co.uk

Environmental Control

Cylinder Thermostat From ESi
ESi has developed a unique electronic dual Cylinder Thermostat that is a
revolutionary new energy saving product. It is a direct and economical
replacement for traditional mechanical dual cylinder thermostats. It offers
real safety and energy saving benefits and provides accurate temperature
control with a clear and informative LCD display.
Hot water can be stored at any temperature between 25 and 65 degrees C.
It has the added advantage of a weekly automatic one hour “boost” that
can be set at a time that is best for the homeowners. This “boost” lifts the
temperature of the water in the cylinder to above 60 degrees C to eradicate
any legionella bacteria. This results in substantial energy saving compared
to traditional systems storing the hot water at a constant 60 degrees C.
The clear LCD display on the unit shows the current water temperature and
when adjusted, the set point temperature. And the weekly “boost” can be
disabled or adjusted depending on the requirements of the home owner
and the installation. www.esicontrols.co.uk

WILO-YONOS PICO – The Reliable One

Carry On Caravanning With Rinnai Hot Water – Instant, Continuous,
Limitless And Sensibly Economic For Every Type Of Commercial Site
Rinnai, the UK leader in hot water heating units and systems for all commercial and
residential sites, has recently completed yet another installation at a caravan park and
holiday multi-activity centre. Rinnai HDC 1500e external unit, fuelled by LPG, was
installed at a site in rural Herefordshire as part of regular upgrades on the complex.
The hot water was for a very specific function - the Disabled, Laundry and Dog Wash
rooms providing, and it needed to supply more than 940lt/hr at times of high demand.
The unit has a maximum output of 54kW and weighs just 31kG.
Due to space and configuration constraints the Rinnai 1500e unit was selected and
installed neatly on an external façade and accessorized with a pipe cover box to
deter any vandalism and provide weather protection. As this is a pre-manufactured
unit, no additional flue or ancillaries required, aside from standard pipe and electrical
connections.
The installation was easily completed in less than a single day. LPG is increasingly
popular for caravan sites as it gives extra flexibility on fuel and very good cost savings
for the owners and operators. LPG is one of the cleanest off grid energy sources and
as such is the ideal fuel for water heating applications in rural areas that are off-grid.
One of the site concerns was Legionella proliferation, therefore a ‘SMART’ controls for
the secondary return DHW systems in the form of an advanced temperature control
system which allows for safe running of water at 42°C core temperature during the
day and 60°C at a time when the building is closed was used. By the time the building
reopens, core temperature is 42°C for safe use.
Another Rinnai innovation addresses an age-old industry problem with hot water
delivery - lime scale build-up. The company’s integrated scale control system is an innovative solution and comes in the form of an LC
(lime check) code on the display of the controller. www.rinnaiuk.com
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Stelrad Radiators For Every
Home…
Stelrad is a ‘one stop shop’ for all
things radiators, from standard steel
panel radiators to designer and
decorative designs – horizontal and
vertical - including an impressive range
of bathroom towel rail radiators. As well
as the widest range of designs, Stelrad
now offers most of its radiators in up
to 35 colours – a designer or interior
decorators dream come true! And
there’s a range of radiators for special
applications including the Planar HD
where more robust radiators are required
and the Compact Extra Protection - rust
resistant radiator for uses where there
is high humidity – wet rooms, changing
rooms and the like. Go to www.stelrad.
com for more information and to see
the whole range

Wilo’s new generation of the Wilo-Yonos PICO sees a range of new
features added to this renowned circulator for residential buildings.
“With this new version, we have succeeded in not only upgrading
one of the most established products in the market, but also to an
extent, we have been able to reinvent it thanks to new functionality
and ease of use,” explains Gary Wheatley, Technical and Training
Manager at Wilo UK.
“ As in the previous version, the outstanding Wilo ECM technology
performance is combined with a precise setting of 0.1m,” he
explains. “In addition, energy consumption can be monitored
continuously on the LED display.”
Together with the new functions, the compactness of Wilo-Yonos
PICO has been dramatically improved to make it easy to install and
use in any application. Front access to motor screws and the Wilo
connector position, contribute to the adaptability of the pump in
any installation. www.wilo.co.uk

T-Plus From Flamco – The Time Saving Way To Fit Piping Branches
Flamco has introduced the latest version of its successful
T-plus for installing branches to existing heating and
potable water systems. It’s a quick and easy way of
adding a T extension for a heating system extension - to
add additional radiators for example. The unit comes
with its own trigger mechanism that once activated sees
the cutting plunger cut a part of the pipe out, forming
a perfect T piece without needing to drain the system,
interrupt use of the system or needing to re-dose the
system with inhibitor. Installers today are constantly on
the lookout for ways of saving time and saving money for
themselves and their customers, so the idea of being able to form a branch in pipework in an existing
installation, without having to drain a system down, without adding complexity to the job and in the
process, being able to save waste - is clearly an attractive one. www.flamcogroup.com/uk-en or go to
YouTube and see T-plus in use at www.youtube.com/user/flamcogroup.
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Mitsubishi Electric And Special Olympics GB Strike Up
A Very Special Relationship
Mitsubishi Electric has announced that it will become a new official partner
of Special Olympics GB for the next two years. As the largest provider
of a year-round, all ability, sports programme in Great Britain, Special
Olympics GB supports over 10,000 athletes with intellectual disabilities on a
continued basis.
“We are delighted to support the work this incredible body does to enable
athletes to realise their full potential,” explains Itaru Watanabe, President of
Mitsubishi Electric UK Branch. “Everyone makes assumptions about the limits
of people with intellectual disabilities and we are pleased to help confound
preconceptions and give these amazing athletes the chance they deserve.”
Mitsubishi Electric, which is also a partner of Special Olympics in Italy, is
now encouraging its employees to undertake vital fundraising for Special
Olympics GB across the country. The company’s employees will also be
volunteering at Special Olympics GB’s regional events and have a presence
at the 40th Anniversary Games in Stirling in August 2018. Murton Mann,
Chairman of Special Olympics GB, said: “We are delighted that Mitsubishi Electric has become an Official Partner of
Special Olympics GB – from the first meetings we can tell this is going to be a wonderful partnership for Special Olympics
and for Mitsubishi Electric. It is a partnership which will benefit our 10,000 athletes in England, Scotland and Wales and
they will also be thrilled with this news.”
Mitsubishi Electric has offices across the country with around 600 employees in the UK. The company markets cutting
edge, energy saving technology used within the built environment, covering heating, cooling, ventilation, elevators,
factory automation, visual displays and automotive parts. www.mitsubishielectric.com

Circoflopro – Bespoke Kits To Suit Any Size UFH Installation
CircofloPro has responded to changing demand from the plumbing and professional heating installer market by refining its trade offering
– including the launch of a new website www.circoflopro.co.uk – making it simpler and more cost effective to purchase underfloor heating
kits to suit individual projects. The bespoke new service is set to revolutionise a sector where professionals have had to purchase standard
size kits covering specific floor areas, frequently leading to waste and unnecessary
cost increases for end users. By contrast, CircofloPro presents a more flexible approach
to sizing, while also responding to various technical requirements through the use of
very high quality systems developed by UFH specialist, Timoleon.
The Staple system is quick to fix in place and is intended to be covered by a
conventional screed as is Cliprail, considered ideal for retrofit work. Then CircoBoard
is fabricated from hardboard and polystyrene insulation for fitting between first floor
joists. FloFloor is a floating floor option, while LowDeck can be selected to maximise
available headroom. The final systems, TileDeck, has been developed in conjunction
with a leading industry supplier to accept ceramic tile finishes. Board dimensions are
800 x 330mm.
Aside from being well engineered and based on the manufacturer’s widely used core
range, the CircofloPro systems also share a single 12mm pipe diameter. This not only
helps reduce the overall installation depth, which can be crucial in retrofit situations,
but also offers enhanced benefits in terms of thermal performance. Whereas most rival
UFH systems rely on a pipe spacing of 200mm, CircofloPro cuts this to just 133mm:
with the flexibility of the 12mm pipe facilitating rapid installation of tighter curves,
while potentially increasing output by 35% for the same flow temperature.
In addition, CircofloPro kits will typically make use of multiple, smaller manifolds, avoiding the congestion of pipework associated with
connecting long runs back to a single point. The kits also include the wiring centre, mixing unit, and a programmable LCD screen thermostat
for setting temperatures over a seven day period. www.circoflopro.co.uk
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Kestrel Mechanical On Site For Care Home With
Rinnai New Hot Water Delivery Systems
Kestrel Mechanical Services of Sevenoaks, Kent, has recently completed a
complete refit of hot water heating systems at a well-known care home in
the South East of England.

and energy inefficient storage vessels -and is capable of delivering in
excess of 780 litres per hour at 65 degrees Celsius, therefore ensuring
water temperatures ideal for preventing legionella proliferation.
Eco-labelling of products offers transparency to specifiers and end users
in a clear and simple guide when sourcing the most energy efficient hot
water heating units. And so, the fact that Rinnai maintains ‘A’ rated Ecolabels on all its units speaks volumes for the company’s manufacturing
process and stance on supplying only the highest efficiency units to the
UK market. Rinnai products also meet and exceed the requirements of
the Building Regulations Part L (fuel and power) and with these bespoke
system arrangements they can offer G3 and ACOP L8 best practice too.
Any possibility of Legionella breeding is minimised as Rinnai units have
no storage and can be cited close to the outlet and therefore limiting the
environment for bacteria production. The Rinnai Infinity series HDC1500i/e
Low NOx is capable of delivering in excess of 2000 litres per hour. It has
efficiencies of up to 107% and can realistically claim to be one of the most
efficient hot water heating units of its kind available in UK.

Kestrel has installed two Rinnai HDC 1500i on Natural Gas and included the
unique scale inhibitor protection system. Previously the hot water systems
delivery was provided by a whole set of satellite domestic boilers dotted
all over the site.

The HDC1500i/e Low NOx is an on-demand style hot water heating unit –
suitable for natural gas or LPG - and it has NO storage cylinder. This means
that there is no needless waste of energy from constantly reheating a
stored body of water for when there is demand. Energy is only used on a
Rinnai unit when there is demand – simple as that.

The building is a stunning villa which is a converted private residence that's
been modernised to the highest standards of comfort and practicality. It
offers a delightful 50-room residential and nursing home set in three-anda-half acres of beautiful gardens near the north Kent coast.
The home is made up of two separate buildings that provide very specialist
care. Both have the benefit of access to the glorious landscaped gardens
– complete with conservatory and patio area. The care home aims to
provide as comprehensive a range of care as possible, so can offer 24-hour
convalescent, respite, palliative and frail elderly nursing care.
Regular and stimulating activities are the key for social interaction and
general well-being, and that's why there is a packed schedule of fun
activities to do. A reliable hot water heating delivery system was needed
to replace the tangle of boiler units spread over the site.
For Kestrel Julian Ringrose said, “Our brief was to make the hot water
delivery system work at an optimal level of efficiency. We chose the Rinnai
1500i units for a whole variety of reasons - reliable & continuous flow
of useable hot water, safe temperature water distribution at all tap and
shower points, overall energy efficiency and ease of installation plus
minimal ongoing maintenance costs. Hot water is vital to the wellbeing
of all residents, so we needed to get it right with the right product and
Rinnai was the right choice.”
Water temperature is pre-set through easy-to-use built in digital controls,
eliminating the risk of scalding and potentially eradicating the need for
thermostatic mixing valves. Water can be used simultaneously at several
points of delivery with no loss of heat. The Rinnai HDC 1500i range is
designed for use directly off the mains, with no need for large, ungainly

There is a big potential of annualised fuel saving costs with a HDC1500i
low NoX unit - these costs can be minimised next to any comparable type
of storage water heater, such as gas direct fired storage water heater or
indirect cylinder system connected to the heating boiler. Contact Rinnai
for professional CPDS and studies on this topic.
Rinnai Infinity HDC1500i Low NOx can boost a modulation range of 59.5kW
to 2.8kW, and operate at a flow rate of as low as 1.5l/min. Thanks to this
high modulation range, the Rinnai units ensure that the optimum amount
of energy is used to heat the water, minimising waste and maximising
system efficiencies. The HDC1500i low NoX is extremely lightweight and
easy to handle at just 31 kg. www.rinnaiuk.com
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Crittall Windows Feature In Latest RIBA Awards

Entering An Era Of Elegance
Giving the Moderne a contemporary edge while maintaining the tenets
of iconic 1930’s design has been realised in the redevelopment of a
prestigious London building. No 1 New Oxford Street – formerly known
as Commonwealth House – now has an entrance which echoes its proud
heritage, combining sleek elegant aesthetics with modern convenience.
The automatic circular sliding doors from GEZE UK make quite a statement,
providing an entrance which blends seamlessly into the curved and
streamlined contours of a building which stands proud, like the prow of
a ship, on a site where New Oxford Street and High Holborn meet at an
acute angle. Unlike the sharp geometrics of the similarly placed Flatiron
building in New York, No 1 New Oxford Street projects a rounded nose
to its edifice, topped off by a modern-faced clock tower designed by its
original architect Henry Philip Cart de Lafontaine in 1939.
Its new entrance had
to meet this exacting
vision. A GEZE Slimdrive
SCR was used to provide
the light and airy
entrance, flanked by
curving glass panels to
the side which flow into
the original columns,
and topped with a glazed
fanlight overhead. This
frontage allowed the
sliding doors to be recessed into the entrance, allowing it to seamlessly
flow into a new lobby area.
One of the benefits of the Slimdrive SCR is that it combines high performance
while remaining discreet. It has a low operator height of just 7 cm and is
therefore very unobtrusive. In this case, the Slimdrive SCR was fitted as
freestanding entrance – the 360° drive solution is usually incorporated into
a building’s facade – but as this entrance was recessed, the installation
was adapted to the bespoke requirements of the design. A circular canopy
and black glass wrap was placed over the doorway, blending into the metal
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framework of the frontage. This
included additional detailing
by Fleetwood Architectural
Aluminium
(FAA)
which
simulated the art deco style.
The canopy determined where
the sensors could be fitted, so
GEZE UK worked with Fleetwood
to ensure that the design brief
was met while ensuring that
the sensors still performed
correctly.
GEZE’s GC 365 sensors were used - combining motion and safety detectors
which operate the open and close mechanism while alleviating the need
for separate sensors. Light rings featured in the lobby area have also been
fitted inside the drum of the door – again reflecting the art deco style.
And an air curtain was fitted into the installation to blow warm air over
the entrance and stop cold air pushing into the building.
Outside, over the top of the impressive double-height entrance is faced with
dark green tiles which evoke the style of the modern/deco aesthetic. This
has been one of Lafontaine’s original design features but was considered
too risqué by the Crown Estate at the time and was never applied. Orms
architects conscientiously researched the creator’s intentions and the
effect is truly mesmerizing and so evocative of the time. The entrance
now leads into a distinctive mono-chromatic lobby with terrazzo flooring,
fluted glass walls, gold coloured reception desk and a ‘Guggenheiminspired’ stepped inner atrium that echoes the glamour of a bygone era.
It incorporates a curved wall of back-lit white fluted glass which illuminates
the reception with twin pendant lights referencing the geometrical forms
of art deco. The entrance was specified within a detailed brief by Orms
Architects, which devised the plans for the £38 million refurbishment of
what was created to be an ‘ultra-modern building of imposing appearance’.
www.geze.co.uk

A showpiece re-use of a former London retail store in which new Crittall
windows and doors are a key feature has won two major architectural
awards.
The Department Store in Brixton now serves as the magnificent
headquarters of architects Squire & Partners.
It has been named as a winner in both the Royal Institute of British
Architects’ 2018 National and London Awards.
A dilapidated shell was all that remained of the once stylish 1906 store.
Multi-award-winning architects Squire & Partners decided, in moving
their head offices from Kings Cross, to strip the sad Brixton building
back to its raw original condition and, in so doing, reveal the decaying
grandeur of its original construction and fittings. These features would
be re-used where practicable and highlighted.
These included original first floor Crittall windows, featuring distinctive
circular glazing bars, while new internal screens, roof terrace
fenestration and ground floor storefront windows, some including curved
glass, were installed, using Crittall MW40 and W20 profiles. RIBA award
judges said this was: “A stunning building which has been brought
back to life”. It had undergone “Exceedingly exquisite and sensitive
restoration, filled with beautiful material choice, attention to details and wonderful spaces.”
Particularly noted was the architectural modelling space on the ground floor “providing inspiration to passers-by who peer inside to
see the display of what architects do and how we work.” It is the new Crittall storefront windows that afford this view. The re-born
Department Store now offers more than 6,000 square metres of space spread over four floors incorporating open plan offices, breakout
areas, meeting rooms, exhibition spaces, a model-making workshop, a café, bar, roof terrace and a record shop.
www.crittall-windows.co.uk

Wrightstyle Introduces Leaf And Half
Leaf Fire Resistant Door System
One of Europe’s leading advanced glazing system suppliers has introduced
an innovative leaf and half leaf fire resistant door system. The new system
complements Wrightstyle’s existing unlatched door range, which was
the first unlatched advanced glazed system on the UK and international
markets.
The doors, which have leafs of different sizes, provide integrity and
insulation, for either 30 or 60 minutes (EI-30 and EI-60). There can be
several reasons for having a double leaf door with different leaf sizes – for
example, where the opening is restricted in width, or for other ascetic,
design or space restriction reasons. The system therefore allows for easy pedestrian traffic using one operating leaf, with the
other leaf coming into operation if bulkier equipment is being moved through the doorway.
One leaf (the master) is the access door that is used for pedestrian traffic, into and out of the building or offices and can either
be latched or unlatched. The other smaller leaf (the slave) is a fixed door held closed by flush bolts at the top and bottom,
but which can be opened to make a wider opening for furniture and equipment to pass through. Wiltshire-based Wrightstyle
used 23mm Pyrostop glass for the EI-60 test, in a very large master leaf of 1472mm wide x 2450mm high, to cover for all
configurations.
This latest door system follows the introduction of a series of thermally broken fire doors earlier this year, and which are fully
compatible with Wrightstyle’s SR60 curtain walling system, to provide 90 minutes of integrity and insulation (EI90). Together,
they add further options to Wrightstyle’s already extensive range of fire and smoke resistant doors, which include unlatched
doors in double or single leaf format – a breakthrough fully-glazed fire door system. All Wrightstyle’s unlatched doors are
therefore now available in single or double leaf format, or leaf and half leaf, and fully glazed using non-selective door leaf push/
pull technology, offering a wide range of surface finishes including stainless steel. www.wrightstyle.co.uk
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Comar 7P.i LS+ It’s A
Lift Slide Life
Now it’s time to lift and slide
Comar's product range with Comar
7Pi LS+. Innovative lift and slide
gearing provides smooth operation
for door configurations up to 12
metres wide and 3 metres high,
creating true glazed sliding walls.
From one system Comar 7P.i LS+
provides delivered solutions, for
the summer months maximise the
opening space with the three-track
slider which creates two thirds clear opening, whilst in the winter the lowest U-values keep out the cold. Innovation comes from Comar 7P.i LS+
offering unique solutions from one system, which means that with the same profiles you can provide lift slide or straight rolling gear, standard or
slim interlock, enhanced performance with the inclusion of thermal foam and double or triple track configurations.
Optional slim interlocks maximise the homeowners view out when the doors are in the closed position keeping the slim sightlines of Comar 7Pi
LS+ doors with the reassurance of the lowest U-values, so even in the coldest winter months daylighting is maximised and warmth assured. The
real advantage of this system is it’s smooth and easy lift operation, it’s ease of operation for sliding doors means that there is no alternative; it
really is a lift slide life for all members of the family.
Another advantage is the ability to lock the door in an open position anywhere along the track which means that the homeowner can open the
door for ventilation without the risk of small children and toddlers exiting the doors.
The Comar 7P.i Lift and Slide was developed to ensure a highly engineered solution that offers market leading performance. Feedback from the
UKAS Accredited Test House was “it is the best they’d ever seen”, as it passed BS6375 Parts 1, 2 and 3 with no water leakage at 1050Pa.
www.comar-alu.co.uk

Structural Glass Balconies Add Minimalist Style To Mixed-Use Development

Wall Cabinet Doors; Choose Salice
Mover And Mover Flat Systems
Mover by Salice is a compact, vertical sliding system for wall cabinet
doors. The action of the system is synchronised and controlled, enabling
the door to be held in any position.
Mover does not require double side panels or counterweights and so
maximises the available
space in the cabinet and
furthermore, the door can
be “parked” safely and
securely in any position.
Mover
is
particularly
suitable
in
restricted
spaces as an alternative
to conventionally-opening
doors, notably in bathrooms
and galley kitchens. Mover
provides the simplicity and the elegance of a downward sliding door
together with the functional performances of an innovative and versatile
system.
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Mover Flat creates concealable spaces on kitchen cabinets, and anywhere
you want the convenience of a space that can be elegantly hidden behind
a sliding panel.
The compactness of the mechanism, which moves on vertical runners,
fits perfectly with applications, especially in restricted spaces, where
the conventionally-opening doors would be unworkable. The mechanism,
with adjustable load capacity, can be used with doors heights from 480
to 628mm and a width up to 2400mm, in its larger version.
The movement on silent runners is smooth and perfectly controlled in
any situation.
Mover Flat is a versatile and practical system, takes up a minimum of
valuable storage space, and therefore it can be used in both small and
large cabinets. For further information on the Salice product range please
visit www.saliceuk.co.uk

Neaco’s structural glass balconies are adding beautiful
minimalist looks in keeping with the impressive
contemporary design of Oakapple Group’s mixed-use
development in the centre of Clapham.
Designed by Harris Architects, the scheme comprises
10,000 sq ft of grade A commercial space and 40
luxury apartments across six levels, with communal
external terraces on upper floors. With a choice of
glass-fronted designs, Neaco’s Clearview balcony range
is renowned for its superior contemporary visual appeal
and the free-standing structural glass option offers
the ultimate in minimalist style with no supporting
stanchions required. This high-aesthetic solution
combines smooth, clean lines with maximum visibility
and the durability to cope with the most demanding
environmental conditions.
Continuous glass is toughened in accordance with BS
EN12600 class 1 and fixed in place by aluminium floor channels with integrated rubber seals which insulate the glass and eliminate the need
for the more traditional messy mastic detail. The glass is capped by an aluminium top rail which is warm and comfortable to the touch with a
nylon coated finish available in a choice of solid or metallic colours.
The system is available with a choice of durable aluminium decking profiles which provide a contact area of between 74% and 100% on the
balcony surface, yet drain water quickly and efficiently. Lightweight yet high in load-bearing strength, the decking is also A1 fire rated and
anti-slip for greater safety. Neaco’s structural glass can be supplied as clear or tinted grey, bronze, green or blue with the option of acid
etching or an applied emblem/logo. The range also includes a low Iron glass option offering a noticeably clearer panel than the inherent green
cast of standard clear float glass used in balustrade applications. neaco.co.uk
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Premium Workspace Accessed By
Tormax Invisible Automation
Creating a contemporary entrance befitting the transformed
Power Road Studios in Chiswick, TORMAX worked with IDF
Aluminium Ltd to provide invisible automation to two
sets of automatic glass swing doors. Located in sealed
casings beneath the floor, the TORMAX iMotion 1401
operators deliver unparalleled reliability, requiring minimal
maintenance to ensure a long and trouble-free lifespan.
Power Road Studios is a creative campus that comprises
of five, multi-let studio buildings. The bright, loft-style
workspaces retain the architectural features of their
warehouse origins and include a communal courtyard
and onsite café. The remodelled entrance creates a new
gateway into the scheme, joining the individual studios to
encourage a more collaborative environment. The space
between the two sets of swing doors acts as a functional
lobby that helps maintain the ambient temperature of the
staffed reception area.
In-house designed at the TORMAX HQ in Switzerland,
the complete range of advanced iMotion door operators
have none of the parts that usually wear out, such as gears and brushes. This unique design feature significantly extends the lifespan of the
operator as well as delivers outstanding reliability, even in busy locations.
In addition to creating a truly minimalist entrance, the iMotion 1401 operator is also ideal for heritage locations where the architectural
integrity of the building must be maintained. Concealed beneath the threshold, automation really is invisible, combining the convenience of
an automatic door within a traditional-style entrance. www.tormax.co.uk

Old Toll House Benefits From
New Selectaglaze Installation
The Old Toll House, located in Stratford-upon-Avon, was built in 1814. Since the
closure as a timber yard in 1991, the toll house has stood empty and subsequently
fallen into serious disrepair. It was included in the top ten West Midland’s Historic
England’s Register of Buildings at Risk. The toll house was rescued by Stratford
Historic Buildings Trust, providing it with a new use as visitor centre and office
space.
Historic building contractors Stone-Edge took on the project to restore and refurbish
the Grade I Listed Toll House. Even after thorough refurbishment, the performance of
the single glazed timber windows was deemed inadequate for modern needs.
Stone-Edge, together with Mark Evans Architects approached Selectaglaze, the
UK’s leading supplier of secondary glazing. After a positive meeting, Selectaglaze
installed 8 units. Selectaglaze Series 45 double side hung casement with matching
gothic curved head was chosen.
Project organiser Chris Rice has already noticed the remarkable change in the
acoustic insulation. Thermally speaking, the building is a lot warmer, which will be
the optimal environment for the tenants using the ground and first floor as office
space.
“Fitting secondary glazing into a Grade I Listed building with lots of different sized
windows was a big challenge. We are delighted with the finished product in terms of
insulation and sympathetic appearance.”
Selectaglaze is the leading specialist in the design, manufacture and installation of
secondary glazing; established in 1966 and a Royal Warrant Holder since 2004.
For further information, please contact Selectaglaze on 01727 837271/e mail:
enquiries@selectaglaze.co.uk or visit: www.selectaglaze.co.uk
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Control Your Roof Windows With Your
Voice For A Healthier Living Environment
From today, homeowners can for the first time ever tell their roof windows
to open or close for a better and healthier living environment. Global roof
window leader VELUX and smart home company Netatmo launch VELUX
ACTIVE with NETATMO, the first ‘plug-and-play’ smart home solution for
remote sensor-based operation of roof windows, blinds and shutters.
VELUX ACTIVE with NETATMO is the first smart roof window system
that connects with Apple HomeKit, allowing homeowners to manage
indoor climate control at home or remotely across all Apple devices,
including iPhone, iPad,
Apple Watch, Apple TV
and HomePod.
The system can be
controlled using Siri®,
Apple’s voice-controlled
intelligent
assistant,
or with the touch of a
button on the Apple
Home app. According
to research we spend a
staggering 90 per cent of our time indoors and often forget to ventilate
our homes. But now if it’s too hot or too cold in your home, if the air
starts to smell or it’s damp, the new smart home system from VELUX
automatically airs out the room for you. “We are extremely excited to
see how consumers will respond to our smart home innovation that
makes it easy to have a comfortable and healthy home,” says Kent Holm,
SVP, global product management, the VELUX Group.
Sensor-based automatic operation - Built on the newest smart-sensor
technology, the VELUX ACTIVE with NETATMO system, developed in
partnership with the leading smart home company Netatmo, thinks and
acts on your behalf. Smart indoor sensors monitor the temperature,
humidity and CO2 concentration inside the home and activate a gateway
to open or close the roof windows to improve the climate indoors.
“Few are aware of the impact of indoor air on their health and wellbeing,
but the air we breathe is just as important as the food we eat or the
water we drink. An average adult breathes in around 15,000 litres of air
every single day and spends up to 90 per cent of their time indoors. A

healthy indoor climate goes way beyond simple convenience, which our
new smart home solution ensures,” continued Holm. The smart home
device is pre-programmed so that roof windows automatically open to
let fresh air into your home when needed. The device also prevents
homes from overheating by proactively closing shutters and awning
blinds.
Effortless control giving you peace of mind in your pocket - VELUX
ACTIVE with NETATMO works with a control app for iOS and Android.
Therefore, you can manage and monitor your windows with a few
touches on your smartphone using the Apple Home app across all Apple
devices and VELUX ACTIVE’s own app. “VELUX ACTIVE with NETATMO is
the result of two stunning technologies: high standard VELUX windows
and Netatmo’s know-how for creating simple and useful products and
applications. By automating the opening, closing and shading of roof
windows, we can make a big difference and improve indoor climate so
users don’t have to worry about it. We created a smart sensor-based
solution that is not only easy to use and reliable, but also beneficial
for user’s wellbeing,” added Fred Potter, founder and CEO of Netatmo.
Health and wellbeing added to smart homes - The market for smart
home solutions which can connect electrical devices in your home to
the internet is booming. Worldwide the smart home market is predicted
to grow to around $53.45 billion by 2022 (Statista 2018). Smart
home technologies enable you to control household appliances like
refrigerators, freezers, washing machines, clothes driers, coffee makers
and kettles through apps and automatic regulation.
“Smart homes continue to be an important consumer trend and are
expected to be mainstream within the next four years. By digitalising the
operation of roof windows to automatically improve your indoor climate,
we’re adding a health and wellbeing dimension to the intelligent home
and pushing innovation in this area to the next level,” continued Holm.
Through the integration with Apple HomeKit, VELUX roof windows,
blinds and shutters become part of the growing smart home product
family that’s improving health, comfort and convenience in homes.
www.velux.com
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Abet Laminati’s continuing partnership with Print
Acoustics® – a division of Belgian company Triplaco - has
proven popular in helping combat the ongoing problems of
sound reverberation in commercial, public sector, school,
restaurant, retail and residential environments.
Modern design trends for minimalist interiors coupled with
hard surfaces creates issues with sound pollution bouncing
around interior spaces affecting ambient noise levels and
the associated discomfort for users.
Noise can also impact on the success of a space. In
education, for example, many studies have shown that
noise impacts learning. A Bronzaft and McCarthy study
showed that New York City students were hampered in
their reading skills by elevated noise levels. Students 70
metres from an elevated subway track lagged behind their
peers on the quieter side of the building, between three months and as much as one year.
There are over 500 Abet colours and woodgrain finishes available for use as wall cladding, for cabinet doors or freestanding units. They
are specially designed to embrace the hospitality, retail, commercial, education and residential sectors where noise pollution can be a
problem particularly in meeting rooms, music rooms, restaurants, school halls, sports halls and shops.
Various micro-perforations or groove patterns present a deeply embossed surface giving a sculptured and tactile feel coupled with an
aesthetically appealing look, whether used as individual modules for localised sound dampening or installed across a whole wall to
create an attractive and sound-absorbing feature with a Noise Reduction Coefficient (NRC) up to 0.85. Samples and technical literature
are available from Abet Ltd's sample line on tel: 020 7473 6915 or visit uk.abetlaminati.com

Data Centre Suspension System
Launched By Armstrong Ceilings
A suspension system specifically designed to meet the exacting
requirements of data centres has been launched by Armstrong
Ceiling Solutions.
The new Prelude® 24 Max™ grid provides excellent load carrying
capability and adaptability, with an extremely efficient method of
suspending cable trays, bus bars and other mechanical elements
to avoid air leakage through the ceiling tiles.
In an environment where a constant, carefully calibrated
temperature is a non-negotiable factor, the engineered system
components provide the optimum conditions to avoid air leakage
that could lead to overheating or spiralling cooling costs.
Traditional methods suspend loads via slotted strut locations or
drill holes through ceiling tiles where threaded rods are needed
and in doing so increase air leakage and the mix of warm and cold
air. However, designing out these details means the hot return
air is retained in the plenum space and the cool air below the ceiling. The new suspension system is also capable of carrying single-point
loads up to 110kgs and can be easily reconfigured to meet changing requirements. Using M10 threaded rod connections and integrated
hanging clips, the Prelude 24 Max provides flexible support for cable trays and electrical distribution without the need for a separate strut
channel system being suspended through the ceiling tiles.
Patented load connector clips attach at any point to the face of the suspension system, eliminating unsightly threaded rod connections
through the ceiling plane, improving access and aesthetics as well as minimising air infiltration. The traditional-faced 24mm profile grid
minimises materials costs and labour while still being compatible with numerous Armstrong board ceiling panels including Ultima+, Clean
Room FL acoustic tiles as well as standard lighting elements. The pre-engineered suspension system comes with a 30-year system warranty.
www.armstrongceilings.com/commercial/en-gb/.
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Laminates For A Sound Performance By
Absorption

Creating A Calm, Productive And Quiet
Learning Environment
External, ambient noise can be a major headache for schools, causing
distraction, disruption and, at worse, impacting negatively on the
academic performance of students. The National Autistic Society Anderson
School and Enterprise Campus, a major new-build, autism-specific facility
in Chigwell, Essex, installed effective sound reducing insulation to address
this priority issue. The result; a calm, productive and quiet learning
environment for all students. The school has students from the ages of
11-19 in attendance, where the skills for life and employment are at the
heart of the curriculum.
Mark Lever, Chief Executive at The National Autistic Society, said; “Our
ambition is to transform the lives of autistic young people and our aim for
this campus is that every child that leaves school will go into meaningful
paid employment or other activity. As a result, the wellbeing of autistic
children and young people is at the heart of the National Autistic Society’s
Anderson School and Enterprise Campus. From small class sizes to purposebuilt calm rooms, and therapy rooms, we’ll make adjustments to each
student’s environment to help them reach their full potential.”
Project designers and specifiers, RMA Architects, recognised the role that
effective sound insulation could play in helping to meet this objective for
the school. The school’s contemporary, low level design features extensive
areas of flat roofing which could prove susceptible to noise ingress from
heavy rainfall. At the same time, they required an efficient thermal solution
that would meet the project’s low energy credentials and a robust durable
waterproofing system, that would safeguard the building from defect for
many years to come.
Working in close partnership with roof waterproofing membrane designer
and manufacturer, AXTER Limited, and Axtershield installer / roofing
contractor, Avonside Group, ROCKWOOL has successfully met all the
challenges on the project using its HARDROCK® Multi-Fix Dual Density (DD)
board.

Roof System to deliver comprehensive and effective acoustic, fire safety
and thermal insulation performance. As a stone wool insulation solution,
HARDROCK® Multi-Fix (DD) is renowned for its excellent acoustic properties.
It has been fully tested to meet the rigorous demands of Building Bulletin
93, The Acoustic Design for Schools, an extension to Part E of the Building
Regulations which sets the standard for ambient, impact and reverberation
noise in educational buildings.
At Anderson School, the total thickness of 255mm is capable of delivering
a noise reducing performance of Rw 40dB whilst still satisfying the 0.15 W/
m²K thermal specification for the project. HARDROCK® Multi-Fix DD board
is also capable of providing significant time and cost savings for specifiers
across a vast range of flat roof applications.
It can be securely installed within mechanically fixed systems with just
a single fixing, compared to the multiple fixings typically used with PIR
/ PUR foam board installation. Meanwhile, its performance eliminates
the need for additional layers to be installed to meet flat roof acoustic
specifications. As a result, AXTER and their accredited roofing contractor,
Avonside were able to reduce the complexity of installation at Anderson
School, saving time and cost.
HARDROCK® Multi-Fix (DD) also gives the highest fire safety rating of
any flat roof board insulation on the market with a Euroclass (A1) noncombustible fire classification and LPCB approval (LPS 1181: Part 1
(Ext-A)). This ensures compliance with Building Bulletin 100, the Zurich
Insurance School and Academy design guide which requires the use of noncombustible materials. The project was completed in September 2017.
www.rockwool.co.uk
www.autism.org.uk/andersonschool
www.rmaarchitects.co.uk

Avonside has fitted over 3000m² of ROCKWOOL 105mm HARDROCK® MultiFix (DD) insulation board at Anderson School complete with an equivalent
quantity of 150mm HARDROCK® Multi-Fix Underlay and AXTER’s EXCEL®
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Good Acoustics For Art And Design
Bedales School is set in an area of outstanding natural beauty on the edge of
the South Downs National Park in Hampshire. Its new Art and Design building
designed by architects Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios has a strong sense of
countryside drawing references from traditional agricultural buildings by
creating a series of connected barn forms.
Materials were used in their natural state throughout. This includes
renewable natural products including sustainably sourced timber for cladding
and Troldtekt’s wood wool panels for acoustics, all of which help to reduce
the embodied carbon in the construction.
The form and east-west orientation of the pitched roofs on the five new
buildings defines a series of carefully scaled, north-lit studio spaces. Their
dramatic pitched ceilings comprise Troldtekt acoustic panels on one side
to absorb sound and improve acoustics. On the other side, natural light is
maximised and the need for artificial lighting reduced. In what is otherwise
a lightweight building, the thermal mass of exposed concrete surfaces
contributes to a stable internal temperature.
Specified throughout the UK and Europe, the benefits of 100% Troldtekt
natural wood wool panels include high sound absorption, high durability,
natural breathability, low cost life cycle performance and sustainability as
documented by Cradle to Cradle certification at silver level.
They are specified to improve acoustics in many different projects such as
schools, leisure centres, pools, commercial, private and public buildings.
Available in various sizes and in four grades from extreme fine to coarse, they
can be left untreated or painted in virtually any RAL colour.
www.troldtekt.co.uk

Pendock Column Casings Help Create
Stylish Reception Class At Croydon School
Pendock Ltd., the specialists in pipe boxing and column
casings were tasked to supply 8 column casing to conceal
original reinforced concrete roof supports as part of a major
refurbishment contract carried out within a south London
primary school. The work at the 900 pupils’ Woodside Academy
in Croydon was carried out last summer by Westwise Ltd., a
Welling based building company specialising in refurbishment
projects for education and other sector clients.
The Project Manager of Westwise, Mr. Huseyin Asim,
commented: “This was a high pressure, time constrained
contract which had to be completed during last summer’s
school holiday period, so we began planning it the previous
year. As normal when we secure a large project like this, I call in Pendock at an early stage to carry out a survey, on which to provide a quote
and offer advice.
We used the straight and curved column sections supplied by Pendock to conceal the reinforced concrete columns as part of our fit out, which
also included a new false ceiling. Everything was completed on time before the start of the new academic year and the school’s authorities were
very pleased with the results.”
As the leading manufacturer in the field, Pendock offers a full survey, design, fabrication and supply service for projects across such sectors as
healthcare and commercial as well as education. The company is able to produce custom made casings for columns of all sizes while its standard
products include pipe boxing and radiator covers. www.pendock.co.uk
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Craven Dunnill Wins Industry’s Top
Flooring Award - Again
Craven Dunnill has been voted winner of The Floor Tile of
the Year 2018 in The Tile Association’s (TTA) Awards for
its Chev Wood range of high-definition, parquet-styled,
porcelain tiles. This is the sixth time in eight years the
company has won the accolade, reinforcing its UK marketleading position in the wall and floor tile sector.
Steve Whitehurst, Sales & Marketing Director at Craven
Dunnill was presented with the award at the annual TTA
Dinner, held May 18 and commented: “The Chev Wood
range from Italian producer Marazzi provides outstanding
design with superior technical qualities and epitomises
the brand values we deliver across the extensive Craven
Dunnill range of wall and floor tiles”.
The Chev Wood range was introduced into the marketplace
by Craven Dunnill in November 2017, at a time when
parquet flooring was making a resurgence and small
format tiles were on-trend. The company had read the
market perfectly. Characterised by stunning, highdefinition digital printing of the wood-look, in three
natural tones, authentic texture and a popular 540 x
110mm chevron shape; ever since, sales to the trade have
been excellent and consumer demand remains buoyant.
www.cravendunnill.co.uk

Scan photo with the Layar app
to see the beautiful flames

INSPIRATION, APPLICATION, SOLUTION!
Interior Film Proves To Be A Winner At Olympic Village
Get Living London manages residential apartments at the former athletes Olympic Village
at Stratford, East London. When tenants move out, each apartment is given a thorough
inspection and clean before new tenants can move in. Time is of the essence as these
apartments are extremely popular.
Specialist Contractor T6 were called in by Get Living London to provide an economical
solution to refurbish a kitchen in one of the apartments which had become in need of a
makeover. T6 recommended using Interior
Film, an architectural, self-adhesive film
manufactured by LG Hausys and supplied
by surface material distributor David
Clouting, to ‘wrap’ around the existing
surfaces rather than simply replace the kitchen units. T6 were able to match the
kitchen’s Teak finish to a similar one in the Interior Film range. The whole installation
included ‘wrapping’ the base unit doors, drawers, breakfast bar and skirting. Sophie
Verhoven from Get Living London said ‘We had only one day to refurbish this kitchen
and T6 delivered on this very tight schedule so the new tenants could move in the
following day.’
Interior Film can be applied to almost any interior surface including: wood, metals,
plasterboard, plastics and even melamine. Easy to clean and maintain, it is
hardwearing and remains stable if exposed to heat, humidity or low temperatures. It
has also passed robust bleach tests when used in hospital applications. Available in a
wide range of designs and finishes, Interior Film which has a CE and IMO classification
can be specified with confidence for use on a wide range of applications. The use of
Interior Film on projects like this kitchen refurbishment demonstrates its unique versatility and illustrates why David Clouting are seeing
an increasing demand from specialist contractors, shop fitters and interior designers who are looking for cost effective solutions and
innovative finishes for their refurbishment projects. www.davidclouting.co.uk

DRU gas fires are among the most
advanced heating appliances
in Europe, with a choice of over
50 models. There are many inspiring
designs, including 2, 3-sided, seethrough and freestanding fires.

Complete freedom of installation
They require no chimney, and with
the addition of the patented DRU
PowerVent® extended flue system,
they can be installed in the most
unlikely locations.

Tablet or smartphone controls
You can select your preferred flame
picture, heat output and much more
using the exclusive DRU Eco Wave
app for tablets and smartphones.
It all adds up to the UK’s most
complete gas fire solution.

DRU is an approved CPD provider to
architects and DRU fires have many design
features that make them ideal for inclusion
in architect-led projects.

Drugasar Ltd. • T: 0161 793 8700 • E: info@drufire.co.uk • www.drufire.com
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Coventry’s Central 6 Retail Park
Covers Up With Encasement
Bespoke ‘Forma’ metal casings from Encasement are helping
provide an aesthetic and practical environment for shoppers at
Coventry’s Central Six Retail Park by concealing structural support
columns for a walkway canopy that runs the full length of the
shopping area.
Central Six is a small out of town centre, which combines fashion
retail, homeware and designer clothing stores with specialist
shops, such as Hobbycraft and American Golf, as well as a fast food
restaurant in 14 retail units.
As part of a recent
refurbishment and facilities
upgrade programme,
Encasement supplied and
installed 72 square column
casings from its ‘Forma’ metal
casing range, which were
used to conceal the existing circular structural steelwork and provide a more contemporary look to the
retail centre.
Manufactured from durable 3mm thick aluminium and measuring 235mm square, each casing stands
3350mm high and is finished with an RAC 7022 Umber Grey PPC coating to not only complement the retail
park’s colour scheme, but also provide additional resistance to weathering and accidental scuffing.
Encasement’s Managing Director, Martin Taylor, commented: “Our Forma aluminium casings are widely used
in the retail sector in both interior and exterior applications as they provide immense design versatility
and colour options, as well as being durable and resistant to weathering when used in projects such as
Central Six.” www.encasement.co.uk

Magply Boards Specified For
Golden Brick Social Self-Build
An acclaimed UK based PassivHaus specialist is employing
Magply modified MgO boards as part of its high performance,
site assembled system for a major affordable housing scheme
currently under construction in Oxfordshire. Beattie Passive is
involved in the supply and erection of two and three bedroom
terraced homes as well as coach house and ‘Golden Brick’ selfbuilds on the Graven Hill project in Bicester, being built on
former MOD land.
While plots 106 to 110 have the appearance of a conventional
terrace, Beattie’s unique design strategy sees them constructed
as separate but linked structures. Benedict O’Halloran
explains: “We use the 9mm Magply on the actual frame to
provide rigidity, because the product has got such good racking
strength. Then it is also specified for its sound absorption
and fire resisting qualities. Another layer of 9mm Magply is
also fixed across the inner face of the timber frame, followed
by 25mm battens and plasterboard to create a service space and we have also selected Magply to be the render backing board for the exterior
finish.”
This multi-functional performance results from a Magnesium Oxide formulation which also offers an environmentally friendly alternative to
conventional plywood or OSB products. Additionally, the unique production process keeps the chloride content to just 0.01%, enhancing both
stability and long term durability. The range offers excellent racking strength, impact or pull-out resistance and all round ease of use in a
variety of applications.
Magply has been tested under BS EN 476 Part 22 for timber frame applications and parts 6&7 to provide Class O certification for the surface
spread of flames together with other approvals such as EN ISO 1182-2010. These independently verified compliances underline the boards’
suitability for fire protection and the compartmentalisation of timber frame structures during the erection process. www.magply.co.uk
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McAvoy Completes Offsite Construction Of New
Passenger Facility At Dublin Airport And Largest
Single Span Modular Building
The McAvoy Group has handed over a new passenger facility at Dublin
Airport which was built offsite and at over 19m wide, is believed to be
the largest single span modular building delivered to date in the UK and
Ireland. The new u22 million South Gates passenger boarding area has
been developed to meet the huge growth in passenger numbers at Dublin
Airport and will be used mainly by Aer Lingus for flights to the UK and
continental Europe.
The management contractor for the project was Flynn Management &
Contractors and the lead consultants were Arup. The building was designed
by concept architects Kavanagh Tuite and delivered by project architects
Blue Sky. The 2,200m2 facility was constructed offsite at the McAvoy
production centre in Lisburn, Northern Ireland to reduce time on site. The
building system was engineered to achieve over 19m wide uninterrupted
clear spans, which is believed to be an industry first for modular
construction. Hot rolled steel beams were used to remove the requirement
for internal columns.
The building, which is around 120m long, has the flexibility to
accommodate departing flights in the busy early morning period and
flight arrivals in the evening. It can also be segregated so around 1,000
departing and arriving passengers can be processed at the same time.
Facilities include boarding gates, a café, toilets, baby changing and a
workstation area with plugs and charging points.
Commenting on the new facility, Iain Heath, Project Manager at Dublin
Airport, said, “This is one of the fastest projects we have ever completed
at the airport – from planning to the first flight in just 18 months. The
finished building speaks for itself. It is a handsome new facility with high
quality finishes and clean architectural lines. We were working to a very
constrained programme to have the building operational ahead of the busy
summer season. The project and its innovative use of offsite construction
is a fantastic achievement for the whole team. We were impressed
with how McAvoy used BIM and virtual reality. As an airport we have a
complex approvals process, but the digital techniques allowed the senior
management team to ‘walk through’ the building and to experience the
facility, which facilitated design sign off.”

Brian Looney, Contracts Manager at Flynn Management & Contractors said,
“The principal driver for offsite construction was to reduce the programme.
The McAvoy solution allowed the building to be delivered to site within
weeks of planning approval. Having fewer trades on site is also a benefit
for airport projects such as this where the site is very constrained, and
the highest standards of security have to be maintained at all times. This
project has pushed the boundaries of offsite construction to create a
valuable infrastructure facility.”
Eugene Lynch, Managing Director of The McAvoy Group, added, “This
project successfully demonstrates the potential for offsite to improve
the efficiency of airport construction, particularly in the development of
airside facilities where it is so critical to minimise any impact on existing
operations. We can reduce work on highly secure and constrained sites
and rapidly install the buildings in a fast and efficient process, with no
compromise on design.”
McAvoy has already been shortlisted for two industry awards for the Dublin
Airport project and its innovative use of BIM and virtual reality. The Dublin
Airport scheme was designed to meet stringent fire safety regulations
that exceeded Building Regulations. All mechanical and electrical services
– including data communications, fire and security – had to link into
the existing live airport terminal systems, which was a hugely complex
operation undertaken by McAvoy.
A specially-designed ceiling solution provides a high standard of acoustics
and its chequerboard appearance has created a strong visual feature.
Externally, the highly glazed building is finished in two shades of
anthracite grey aluminium cladding to complement the other passenger
terminals. A screen of grey louvres wraps around the roof to conceal
services and the plant rooms. www.mcavoygroup.com
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Polypipe Helps To Put New Blackburn Rail
Depot On The Right Tracks

Marsh:standard: Off-The-Shelf Commercial
Sewage Treatment Plants

Polypipe has supplied two surface water drainage and wastewater
management solutions for the newly opened £23 million King Street
Train Depot in Blackburn, keeping a key infrastructure project
on time and on budget. Polypipe worked with main contractor
Buckingham Group to
supply a system to manage
stormwater gathered across
the trainyard and direct it to
a nearby river. A geocellular
attenuation system was
originally specified, but
Polypipe’s technical experts
were able to demonstrate
through structural calculations how a Ridgistorm-XL large diameter
piping system would help to minimise the build-up of sediment and
could be installed more quickly. A 750mm diameter Ridgistorm-XL
system was engineered to specific stiffness classes to meet the site’s
ground and loading conditions, with RIDGISTORMCheck Chambers
installed to manage the flow of water out of the tank.
A second system was designed to manage the waste water from
the cleaning and servicing of the trains by discharging it into the
established sewer system. This solution required 1,280 Polystorm
cells situated beneath the train servicing area to gather and
attenuate surface water, with Polystorm Access and Polystorm
Inspect components strategically placed across the system for
access and maintainance. www.polypipe.com

Marsh Industries has introduced a range of off-the-shelf package
sewage treatment plants for the industrial and commercial
construction sectors. The new range, aptly named the
Marsh:Standard, compliments the company’s flagship Ultra:Polylok
range of bespoke sewage treatment systems and provides an
economical, efficient, and highly cost-effective alternative to most
industry-standard products currently available on the market.
The Marsh:Standard is designed
to British Water loadings
(150litres per person, 60mg
BOD litre and 8mg/litre
Ammonia) ensuring effluent
discharge well within national
consent standards, and is
available in varying sizes and
capacities up to 300PE.
No compromise has been made
to the build quality of these
units. Their heavy-duty shells
are structurally sound and enable easy installation in all ground
conditions. High specification bio-media and membrane diffusers
provide even circulation and low energy compressors offer minimal
running, maintenance and servicing costs. The Marsh:Standard can
also be fitted with many safety features including turret guards,
failure alarms for compressor components and high-level alarms.
marshindustries.co.uk

Plaswood’s Stairway To Sustainability
The Menai Bridge spans the sea between Anglesey and mainland Wales a monument to strength and endurance. It can be reached several ways
from the Anglesey side, but until recently one of them was in sharp
contrast to the might of the historic suspension bridge.
For several years the woodland access point was defined by a rustic
stairway, not just in the shadow of the bridge, but a shadow of its
former self. Green algae smothered
rotting treads, posts and handrails set
into the wooded slope.
Each timber element was slimy to
touch, while the dozen steps up to the
first level, the seven beyond, and the
walkway timbers in between were rickety
underfoot.
In function and aesthetics, it was over the hill.
Towering tree crowns cast the site in shadow, heavy use by locals and tourists had taken a structural toll, while
the sea air corroded metal fixtures. All of these challenges amounted to one big problem for the client, Anglesey
Council. The bridge was too far gone to repair, so a replacement was needed, but it had to be special.
It had to look great, function perfectly and, critically, be cost effective. The natural choice, timber, was good, but
on this occasion not good enough. Anglesey Council's in-house architects called for something altogether more
rugged - that could withstand harsh elements and heavy use but lose none of its visual appeal or rustic charm. They
found what they needed in Plaswood.
Plaswood looks and feels like wood but is made in the UK from100% recycled plastic. It is strong, durable,
waterproof and maintenance free. Being 100% recyclable, Plaswood also supports the circular economy, an added
plus for local authorities looking to promote sustainable products, services and practices. Plaswood is manufactured by RPC bpi recycled products,
Europe’s largest recycler of plastic, at a dedicated factory in Dumfries, Scotland. www.plaswoodgroup.com
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Hauraton Service Channels Keep
Cables Safe But Accessible
Hauraton Limited, well known for their surface water drainage products,
also offer three ranges of Service Channel suitable for use as sub-surface
cable ducting for both indoor or outdoor locations including; sports
venues, major stadiums, exhibition halls, factories, warehousing and
container depots. The channels provide safe yet accessible installation of
electrical and data cables.
Two ranges are based on the company’s one metre long fibre reinforced
concrete channels, FASERFIX® SUPER and KS. The SUPER models
incorporate a 40mm deep galvanised angled housings on their top edges
allowing Class E600 ductile iron covers to be fitted. The KS models have
a 20mm deep galvanised angled housing and are available for Class
C250 or where necessary E600. The third range is based on Hauraton’s
RECYFIX® PRO channel made from 100% recycled polypropylene. These
have a 20mm galvanised housing allowing Class C250 covers to be fitted.
Weighing less than 25kg the PRO channels are suitable where easy
handling is desirable.

The popular nominal widths offered with Hauraton Service Channels
are 200mm and 300mm. These models incorporate a perforated steel
galvanised cable tray that is suspended within the channel keeping the
cables clear of any water that may access the channel. The water can
then be safely drained away.
Tim Connolly Managing Director at Hauraton explains, “Our company have
gained invaluable expertise supplying Service Channels in to numerous
buildings and venues including prestigious stadiums in many parts of the
world. Architects, main contractors and ground-workers can request a
hard copy of our new brochure illustrating the full range of channels by
telephoning 01582 501380.
A PDF version is also available via www.hauraton.co.uk
For Case Studies featuring many Hauraton drainage products go to
www.drainage-projects.co.uk

With SUPER and KS models, the ductile iron covers are securely located
into the housings by the company’s SIDELOCK fixing system. To access
the cables, covers are easily removed using a large screwdriver at the
appropriate leverage points. In practice, the SIDELOCK system has
proved to be 90% quicker than any other fixing method available. Where
necessary, covers can be bolted down. PRO models have bolt down covers
as standard.
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Creating A Lasting Impression With Osmo
UK’s Esco Collection
For the past four years, Osmo UK and bespoke European oak flooring
specialists, ESCO, have enjoyed a successful partnership, creating a
collection of nine solid oak flooring styles pre-finished with Osmo’s
renowned wood finishing product, Polyx®-Oil. Osmo’s ESCO collection
is favoured by architects and interior designers. Osmo UK specialise in
producing wood protection and finishes using natural ingredients to
complement the wood’s internal properties. The products contain no
biocides or preservatives, abolishing the need for traditional chemically
enhanced products. The ESCO collection offers a robust yet aesthetically
pleasing wooden floor and is pre-finished with Osmo’s Polyx®-Oil.
Polyx-Oil from Osmo UK is a premium wood finish guaranteed to keep
wooden surfaces in the best possible condition. Ideal for solid engineered
or laminate wood floors, it is a high quality, water-repellent and treadresistant wood finish. Polyx-Oil’s natural components penetrate deeply
into the wood to create a micro-porous finish. The ESCO collection offers
a choice of nine solid oak flooring options, including Harfa, Bohemia and
Chateau, and each with its own unique charms and appealing appearance.
The Harfa flooring surface has been designed with a rough-sawn
treatment and has been enhanced with cross-wise cuts that are grooved
in the surface. Harfa can be combined with many different styles and
colours, providing endless possibilities. It is hugely versatile, available
in eight colours, including natural, natural white, double smoked black,
smoked tobacco, smoked natural, washy grey, smoked white and stone
grey. There is also the option to choose between 2 or 3 layer parquet and
your desired wood style - elegance, superb, classic or original.
Another of the leading styles in the Osmo ESCO range is Chateau, a
smooth oak flooring design that showcases the wood’s classic natural
beauty in a stylish, contemporary manner. The style complements current
decorative trends and interiors. As standard, Chateau is available in eight
different colours, including black, tobacco, stone grey and natural. Before
being oiled, boards can also be smoked. This process adds rich, deep
variations of colour to the palette, providing another 6 colour options.
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Offering further personalisation, Chateau flooring is supplied in three
grades; character grade, character/prime grade and prime grade. Character
grade is ideal for interiors that want to retain the natural look. Complete
with hand-filled, sanded knots, the flooring brings the true rustic nature
of the wood to life. A slight variation of the Character grade is the
Character/Prime Grade. With smaller knots, this grade offers the rustic
charm in a more uniform look. Finally, Prime Grade provides a sleek,
contemporary look keeping any knots to a minimum.
Those looking for a smooth and alive rustic floor need to look no further
than the Bohemian range. The combination of ESCO’s special rustic wood
style and Osmo’s smooth finish makes it one of the most popular flooring
choices in the range. Available in eight colour options, including Cognac,
Natural white to Stone Grey, this stylish flooring will suit any interior
scheme.
The Bohemia option offers a strong rustic wooden style that features open
filled knots for a genuine oak style. In addition to this, the floorings
surface lines and irregular surface smoothness give Bohemia a unique look
and feel compared to other designs. Planed, filled, sanded and finished
with Osmo Polyx®-Oil, Bohemian flooring requires no additional coatings
and can be ready to walk on in hours, not days, after installation.
For a more specific look, customers can create their own Bohemian
flooring exact to their requirements.
After selecting a colour, customers can choose the type, width,
thickness and length of the flooring. This includes a choice from solid
wood flooring, two-layer parquet or three-layer parquet. For a more
personalised touch, the wood can be finished with a range of signature
features including an Osmo silver shine, extra old finish, fire-rating or
handscrapped bevel. www.osmouk.com

Bona Titan – A New Generation Of Powerful Adhesives
Bona, the wood floor experts, has launched Bona Titan, a new supreme
performance, silane- based adhesive for high value projects, very wide or
oversized solid wood boards - or any installation where the quality of the
bond has to be guaranteed.

The smooth, thick consistency makes it easy to use and produces stable
ribs, an extremely high initial grab and zero risk of hollow spots. The
bond strength of Bona Titan will not diminish over time so the stability
of the floor is guaranteed for the long term.

Bona Titan contains Titanium Technology - a revolutionary new formula
comprising quadruple crosslinking that delivers superior durability and
an unbeatable initial bond speed - even under challenging subfloor
conditions.

Bona Titan meets ISO 17178 standards and, in line with Bona’s
environmental strategy, is a safe, clean formulation which also carries
EC1-R Plus, DIBt, Greenguard and A+ low emission certifications.

Bona Titan can be specified with confidence to bond all types of wood
flooring. Its superb shear strength makes installation easy and keeps
even the largest, solid boards securely in place. If the subfloor is sound
and dry, no primer is required. The hard, silane-based formula contains
no ingredients that can migrate after curing, which eliminates all risk of
discolouration at the joints.

Bona Titan is compatible with underfloor heating and can be used
directly on metal or tiles. Floors bonded with Bona Titan can be sanded
after just 12 hours.
www.bona.com
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New Altro Orchestra Earns A Gold Star
At Primary School
A Better Concept In Wood Effect Vinyl
With a Class 34 Very Heavy Commercial rating, there is no doubt that
the Concept Woods vinyl flooring collection is ideal for use in highwear areas such as corridors and halls and congregation areas and now
with brand-new and more authentic wood looks, the range is even more
suited for use in school refurbishments this summer.

Groutless Wood is a variation on the ‘endless’ wood look, a unique take
on the aesthetic that underlines vinyl flooring’s capacity to imagine
natural materials in a new perspective. Available in a whitewashed
and greywashed oak, it’s a striking design that mixes the popularity of
seamless finishes with the warmth and familiarity of wood.

Covering the bases of classic oak and grey planks with consummate
ease in familiar designs such as Tavel and Calais, Concept Woods is
already a go-to collection for many contractors and specifiers, but with
new Groutless Wood and Chevron Oak, it features the manufacturer’s
most forward-thinking wood looks. The entire collection is also afforded
the new T-emboss technology with easier maintenance, better stainresistance, improved aesthetics – through reduced light-reflectance and better slip-resistance.

In Chevron Oak, commercial interiors have access to a classic parquet
look without the fuss. Creating a vintage feel, the design is available
in dark grey and light grey colourways, as well as a light-natural oak.
It joins the collection to give 15 wood effect vinyl floors, all with
the enduring performance that comes with all Itec Contract Floors
decorative floors.

With Hyperguard+ PUR technology, Concept Woods retains aesthetic
integrity with minimal maintenance and is available in two and fourmetre widths, fully-compatible with Invisiweld. In a finish such as
Groutless Wood, the combination of a four-metre width and Invisiweld
is crucial in maintaining the visual ethos of the floor, reducing the
number of seams and making any almost impossible to spot.
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Brand new Altro Orchestra™ soft vinyl flooring is proving a big hit with
pupils at The Lanner Primary School, in Cornwall, who have reported
a significant improvement in acoustics and comfort. The Acting Head
Teacher said: “We are always looking for ways to make cost effective
improvements to the school for the safety and comfort of pupils and
to enhance their learning and playing experiences. We fitted new Altro
Orchestra flooring in the main school hall to reduce reverberation and

Altro Orchestra has been engineered to create the ideal environment
to learn and live, specifically for applications such as schools and
hospitals where comfort and sound reduction are paramount. For
primary schools such as Lanner, the new flooring offers the ultimate
flexible, multi-purpose surface that can be used for both study and play
areas throughout the school.
At 2.85mm thick, Altro Orchestra offers superb comfort underfoot,
making life easier on the feet of both pupils and staff and, as the
children have reported, it’s very comfortable to sit on too. In addition,
the low residual indentation of the flooring means furniture and
equipment can be used and moved flexibly without leaving tell-tale
marks. At the same time, the integrated impact sound insulation
system cuts impact sound by up to 15dB. Specifying an acoustic
flooring option, instead of a standard floor covering, can therefore
improve the performance of space for children and those with hearing
difficulties, and aid concentration, in addition to creating a more
effective learning environment for teachers and support staff.

For further information, Itec Contract Floors, 0800 032 3970,
www.itecfloors.co.uk

boost overall comfort, and are delighted with the results. The children
have told us that it’s more comfortable to sit on than the flooring it
replaced, and that the acoustics in the hall are much better.”

With a palette of 40 colours and designs varying from calming neutrals
reflecting tones of nature, to vibrant shades, Altro Orchestra allows
the right atmosphere to be created every time. Lanner School selected
the shade Guitar, a subtle green that creates a calm atmosphere. The
flooring was installed by Eden Flooring & Interiors. www.altro.co.uk
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Helifix BIM Object Library Launched
Helifix has launched a BIM object library to support the industry’s transition to digital building
modelling. Available to download from www.helifix.co.uk/downloads/bim-objects or from the NBS
National BIM Library at www.nationalbimlibrary.com/Helifix, these Revit format BIM objects allow
Helifix products to be easily incorporated into a 3D building model and its associated component
database. Offered as part of the NBS portfolio, users can be confident each file has been qualitychecked by the Helifix and NBS teams, catalogued in line with the National Building Specification
and is designed to work seamlessly with the BIM specification tool NBS Create, as well as being
compatible with COBie spreadsheets.
Thanos Kiourtis, Structural Engineer at Helifix, said “The use of BIM is gathering momentum with
an increased number of construction professionals using BIM software for both new build and
remedial applications. As a leader in the design and engineering of innovative structural repair
systems, Helifix is providing a comprehensive BIM Object library to cater for this new digital demand. Our BIM portfolio includes key products used in
the field of masonry repair and reinforcement, suitable for a wide range of applications including heritage and listed structures. These BIM objects can
be easily embedded within structural drawings to define repair schedules and to provide clients with an accurate ‘as-built’ model.”
BIM Objects are available for: Masonry repair products, HeliBar, SockFix, DryFix, CemTie, New-build wall ties, TimTie, TurboTie. For more information,
please contact the Helifix team on 020 8735 5200 or email sales@helifix.co.uk

Clean Modern Lines And Protected Walls Achieved
With Yeoman Shield
Macmillan Academy, eager to promote sustainability and design throughout the interior fabric
of their academy have used Yeoman Shield wall protection products to help achieve their goal.
Based in Middlesbrough, Macmillan academy have
spread their facilities across various site buildings
that were built between the 1940s to 2011, to
accommodate the students.
Wanting to provide an aesthetic modern synergy
between older parts of the academy and the
new, along with reducing repair and redecoration
requirements, Yeoman Shield wall protection products
were fitted along the corridors of the Drama and
Maths departments. 2.0mm thick wall protection panels in Yeoman Shield’s FalmouthEx finish were installed
on corridor walls at 1250mm high in Dusty Grey. Alternate panels were placed at 2500mm high in mid grey
offering a decorative yet functional scheme that is modern, clean and attractive. Corners vulnerable to damage were protected with Yeoman Shield 75 x
75mm corner protection angles in contrasting Graphite Grey colour. On the ramp areas of the hallways there is the addition of Yeoman Shield’s 50mm dia.
PVCu handrail in Mid Grey mounted on cream PVCu under slung brackets. www.yeomanshield.com

Wraptite Tape Keeps Care Home Building Airtight And Healthy
The impressive performance of Wraptite Tape, which provides a vapour permeable air barrier has been successfully used on a new care home in the historic
city of Edinburgh. The Queensferry Care Home project comprises 60 en-suite bedrooms for the elderly with associated facilities and parking, on behalf of
client Barchester Healthcare. Wraptite Tape was selected by specialist construction company Veitchi Group who carried out the installation of the steel
structure for the new building. Metsec Metframe, a pre panelised lightweight steel structure was built
off-site and pre-clad with rigid insulation board. Wraptite Tape was installed as a superior solution to
seal the joints on the rigid insulation board within the steel frame.
The high vapour permeability characteristics of Wraptite Tape mean that crucially it allows moisture
vapour to escape the structure easily, removing the need for an additional breather membrane saving
time and cost. Butyl adhesive tapes, however, whilst providing a seal against air leakage, may not
only prevent air but also prevent the movement of moisture vapour, leading to potential problems and
damage to the boards underneath over time.
Wraptite Tape is an assured effective airtight barrier, and because of its high vapour permeability it
also allows damp sheathing to dry quickly, and moisture vapour to escape. Thus ensuring good indoor
air quality and reducing the likelihood of mould, mildew, condensation, timber distortion and metal
corrosion, protecting the essential fabric of buildings for many years to come. www.proctorgroup.com
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VMZINC Corrugated Façade For Hackney Apartments
GPAD London’s design of eight apartments over a doctor’s
surgery in Elsdale Street Hackney features VMZINC curved
and perforated Sine Wave cladding in dark ANTHRA-ZINC®.
The art deco building extension has been named ‘Zinc House’
and is the first project to feature a curved element using
zinc in such a profile. Sitting at the convergence of two
streets, the use of yellow inset balconies gives added visual
distinctiveness to the project. An expanding mesh element
of the façade also allows natural light to flood into the
stairwell.
The Sine Wave zinc has a corrugated profile and can be
fixed either vertically or horizontally on a wooden or metal
framework. In addition to ANTHRA-ZINC, it is available
in QUARTZ-ZINC®, five standard and bespoke PIGMENTO®
colours and AZENGAR, the first engraved zinc to be used in
construction.
www.vmzinc.co.uk
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Cembrit Glendyne Slates Now Guaranteed For 75 Years
Leading roofing specialist, Cembrit, is now
offering an impressive 75-year durability
guarantee for its Glendyne natural slate range.
Glendyne is a high-quality slate that combines
first-class performance with all the inherent
beauty of natural
slate, making it
the ‘natural’ choice
for specifiers and
roofers.
Used on a number
of
prestigious
buildings and monuments around the world,
Glendyne slates achieve innovative and
imaginative designs. Available exclusively from
Cembrit in the UK, Glendyne is a distinctive bluegrey colour.
“Free from oxidising metallic inclusions, clays,
carbonates or weaker seams, the natural strength
of Glendyne is enhanced by selection techniques
that choose the best quality rock to produce the
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finest, most durable roofing slates” comments
Ged Ferris, Marketing Manager for Cembrit.
“Amongst the test regimes that Glendyne slates
are submitted to is the north American ASTM
C406, which classifies roofing slates into 3
grades: S1, S2 and S3. Slate grades are intended
as a prediction of the slates expected service
life: Grade S1 slate has an expected service life
of more than 75 years. The combination of such
laboratory test results and practical experience
of using Glendyne slates for a couple of decades,
gives us the confidence to guarantee Glendyne
slates for 75 years.”
The Glendyne quarry is one of the most modern
slate quarries in the world. The quarry operates
a quality management system based on EN ISO
9001, which is externally audited. This standard
is adhered to rigidly, as are all quality standard
procedures required by each regional market
the quarry supplies. Glendyne is tested to BS EN
European standard, BS EN 12326-1:2014 which
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requires many of the laboratory tests (‘type
testing’) to be performed at least annually and the
factory production control (FPC) performed and
recorded as a matter of routine by the producer.
Cembrit offers its Glendyne natural slates in
four sizes, having recently just added two new
imperial sized slates to provide roofers with more
versatility when working on lower pitched roofs.
The larger sized slates - 610mm x 305mm and
508mm x 305mm - can be pitched at a minimum of
25° and 20° in moderate exposure zones and 30°
and 22.5° in severe exposure zones respectively.
The 508x305mm slates exceed the common 2:1
length width ratio, allowing for specification on
a greater range of roof pitches. The range offers
a quality alternative to Welsh Slate and is readily
available. www.cembrit.co.uk
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Stannah Passenger Lifts Defend
Access In National Army Museum
Refurbishment
“Never was so much owed by so many to so few.” Famous words from the British Prime
Minister, Winston Churchill, in 1940 – and so applicable to the items on display at the
National Army Museum in Chelsea, London, where two Stannah passenger lifts are installed as
part of the recent £multi-million redevelopment. Why? Because they are an uplifting example
of “Access for All” – Stannah’s core mission to bring freedom of movement in public buildings
for people of all mobilities, including wheelchair-users. Linda Stranks, Head of Marketing &
Communications at the National Army Museum comments: “The National Army Museum is
a leading authority on the British Army and
its impact on society, past and present. It’s
essential that everyone can access the wealth
of fascinating objects, surprising stories and
interactive fun, and the Stannah passenger lifts
help us to achieve this.”
Located adjacent to the Royal Hospital Chelsea,
home of the venerated Chelsea Pensioners,
the museum was reopened by HM The Queen
in March 2017, following a three-year £23.75
million re-development including £11.5 million
from the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF). The
museum now houses five galleries dedicated to the last four centuries of British Army history
– with the passenger lifts playing a vital role in assisting 362-days-a-year access to the four
floors of exhibits and facilities.
A tough mission? Yes, but this gearless traction duplex was more than up to the job.
Comprising a 26-person and 17-person lift operating in a single wall-mounted shaft, the duo
was designed and built to withstand the demands of escalating visitor traffic:
• Through-car capability: featuring both flush and deeper architraves to maximise style and
performance
• 4-panel, centre-opening doors: for easy access
• Flush-mounted landing operation panels and indicators: for easy navigation
• 3D door infrared sensors: state-of-the-art sensitive door edges detect passengers or
objects during door closing
• Seven stops/11,669mm travel @ 1.0m/s: multi-level performance and speed for user
reassurance, comfort and safety
• High-specification interiors: laminate Formica® ColorCore® Surf CC7923 (RAL 9002);
¾-height mirrors, bump rails; flooring to complement the entry-level corridors.
• Key switch: to enable call preference
• Energy efficient regenerative lift drive: bidirectional current flow recycles energy by
pumping the current back in to the museum’s grid, yielding noticeable savings on
running costs
Further passenger-reassurance is delivered via an autodialler, an automatic phone call system
for use in emergencies, installed in accordance with the Health and Safety regulation changes
of 1999. Importantly, the lifts also ensure that the premises’ owners comply with the Equality
Act 2010. The duplex also has the added benefit of six lift maintenance visits in the first
year – part of a lift-servicing plan delivered by London and the South East (Dartford) branch
of Stannah Lift Services, a nationwide network providing comprehensive, 24/7 lift servicing
and support. The National Army Museum is now a more welcoming, accessible and flexible
environment that can respond to visitor demands, now and for the foreseeable future.
www.stannahlifts.co.uk
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Healing Daylight At Benenden
Kalwall® translucent cladding is the architectural focus of the new
£55million development of Benenden Hospital in Cranbrook, Kent.
The scheme has created a wonderfully light and airy entrance atrium
designed to welcome and create an enhanced patient and visitor
experience with maximised natural daylight.
The extensive breakout and catering facilities support theatres, ensuite rooms, outpatient department and ophthalmic suite along with
diagnostic imaging, rest and recovery areas. The main contractor
was Willmott Dixon Construction.
The Kalwall skylights provide additional light in the large atrium
throwing it deep into the interior. They were specified complete
with highly insulating Nanogel which achieves an impress U value
of 0.28W/m2K, helping the project attain a Breeam status of ‘Good’.
This is particularly impressive given the amount of curtain walling
and clerestory glazing involved in the scheme. The skylights have a
unique ability to bathe interior spaces with diffused and glare-free
daylight, which creates a stimulating and healthy environment. In
addition, their heavily insulated composition eliminates glare and
hotspots, thereby reducing the load on temperature control systems
and the need for artificial lighting.
Kalwall is a popular choice for projects where performance, long
life cycle and low maintenance are required, coupled with an aesthetic finish. The aluminium or thermally-broken grid core with interlocking
I-beams gives Kalwall incredible strength. The lightweight system reduces the need for supporting structures while offering the highest
protection in terms of wind-borne debris and resistance to impact, abrasion and point loads. The exterior face is colour stable and includes a UV
resistant, self-cleaning surface. This means that normal rainfall helps to keep the surface free of dust and dirt while at the same time retaining
its original colour during the weathering process. www.structura-uk.com/kalwall

Torfloor Rdb Chosen To Heat Renovated 1820’S House
A recent renovation project carried out on an early 19th century town
house in London’s fashionable Holland Park area, has made use of the
innovative new TorFloor RdB system, manufactured by underfloor heating
specialist, OMNIE. The specification was the result of the project team’s
desire to reduce sound transmission between the different levels of
the building, while taking advantage of the excellent heat delivery and
other physical performance characteristics for which TorFloor has become
renowned over the years. In common with the standard system, the RdB
version is an ideal means of deriving optimum performance from heat
pumps or, as in this case, a high performance gas boiler. TorFloor RdB is a
dry install where the panel doubles as the structural decking.
The latest intervention has seen the fabric of the building renovated and
the accommodation updated to create a kitchen, utility and plant room, as
well as a gymnasium on the lower ground floor, while a dining room, bar
and library are at ground level. The first floor features a family bathroom
and two bedrooms – one en-suite – while the top floor is given over to
a master bedroom suite: with dressing room and luxury bathroom. Throughout the living rooms, bedrooms, bathrooms and landing areas, the
heat from the 65 kW Worcester Bosch condensing boiler is delivered via OMNIE UFH systems, though on the lower ground floor use was made of
the manufacturer’s Staple system: set in a screeded finish.
While the lower ground floor Staple system consumed some 630 metres of 16mm diameter pipe at 150mm centres, the TorFloor RdB panels
spanning the joists on the three floors above consumed a further 1,680 metres of 12mm diameter pipe, generating room temperatures from 19220 Centigrade. To connect the zones and room layouts, OMNIE also supplied a series of four manifolds with six, eight, nine and 11 ports. The
make-up of the TorFloor RdB panel differs from its standard counterpart in having two additional layers on the underside with an extra layer of
chipboard separated from the upper panel, featuring its multi-directional pipe channels, by sound damping strips. www.omnie.co.uk
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Final Bathroom Pods Installed For Offsite Solutions’
First Timber-Framed Residential Scheme
Offsite Solutions, the UK’s leading bathroom pod manufacturer, has
supplied the final batch of bathroom pods for its first timber-framed
residential development. The project for Renaissance Retirement at
Sandhurst in Berkshire is one of three luxury retirement schemes for the
developer that are using Offsite Solutions’ high specification, factorybuilt ensuite shower rooms. Under construction by the Hackwood Group,
the Fleur-de-Lis development in Sandhurst will provide 42 spacious
retirement apartments set in landscaped gardens. Offsite Solutions has
manufactured 44 steel-framed bathroom pods for the project.
Each ensuite shower room features ceramic-tiled finishes, walk-in
rain dance showers with digitally-controlled thermostats, premium
sanitaryware and fittings, and a mirrored cabinet – all fully fitted out
offsite for a consistently higher standard of finish and quality. Offsite
Solutions is also manufacturing shower pods for two further Renaissance
developments in Wimborne, Dorset and Crowthorne in Berkshire which
are now on site.
The timber-framed structure for each scheme has been engineered to
create a recess in the cassette floor for the installation of the bathroom
pods. This solution allows the application of factory-built bathrooms to
work within a timber frame, whilst ensuring level access floors.
Commenting on the use of bathroom pods, Graham Snowley, Contracts
Manager at Hackwood said, “This is the first time we have used factorybuilt bathrooms and we have found them to be a brilliant solution. The
approach really takes the pain out of bathroom construction. It saves a
huge amount of work on site and we have been able to dispense with
several processes. The use of pods eliminates at least six different trades
and reduces construction time for the bathrooms to just three hours for
the service connections – a significant time saving.”

There is now unprecedented demand for bathroom pods in the residential
sector – for high-end apartment schemes, mixed-use developments,
social housing and build-to-rent. This shift towards offsite is driven by
the shortage of skilled labour, particularly in the South East; issues with
consistent quality, and the construction industry’s poor delivery record
with budget overruns and project delays.
The use of an offsite solution for bathroom construction reduces the
number of activities and trades on site. This achieves significant
programme savings, quality improvements and reductions in waste of
up to 50 per cent compared to site-based construction. The production
line environment of pod manufacture provides consistently higher quality
standards and much greater certainty of delivery on time and on budget.
Pre-delivery testing is rigorous and quality assurance procedures are
stringent for ready-to-use installation.
Offsite Solutions offers a comprehensive and expanding range of
bathroom pods to suit different building types and applications. Options
include steel-framed pods with traditional tiled finishes for high-end
apartments, student residences and hotels; robust and low maintenance
GRP composite pods for student accommodation, care homes, social
housing and healthcare; hybrid pods for specialist projects, and awardwinning demountable GRP pods for ease of installation in refurbishment
schemes. www.offsitesolutions.com
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Antwerp Radisson Blu Transformed With Moduleo Flooring
The Antwerp hotel Radisson Blu Astrid, located on Koningin Astridplein, has
undergone a complete metamorphosis. The largest part of the iconic building by
renowned architect Michael Graves was completely renovated at the request of
international group Algonquin.
The floors in the oval banquet hall and the breakfast room are exclusive designs
by the Moduleo design team in partnership with London-based designer Alex
Kravetz. The exclusive, unique Moduleo Moods flooring was chosen for the
beautiful oval banquet hall. A design by Moduleo design team in partnership
with the London designer. The installation was a masterpiece, expertly
produced by the installation team under the direction of Peter Jame and the
company DIJA Floor and Wall cladding of Maaseik.
A Custom-Made XL Diamond Pattern was chosen for the breakfast room. A
choice was made from the complete Moduleo Transform and Moduleo Impress
collections. Here the London designer opted for a warm mix of three colours
from the IMPRESS wood collection, playfully and daringly interspersed with a
fourth wood colour that was repeated synchronously. This was based on the
Origami Moods pattern, albeit XL, and again Custom-Made in terms of colours.
The rooms were stylishly framed with a Moduleo Impress standard plank, which
completed the picture. www.moduleo.co.uk
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The Gateway on the outskirts of Ballymena is one of the
most ambitious private developments ever undertaken
in Northern Ireland, Green Pastures spokesperson Jason
Kennedy says: “We believe that the Church of Jesus
Christ should have a relevant and influential position at
the heart of the community. We are focused on meeting
the needs of our local communities and committed to
bringing the hope of the Gospel of Jesus to the local
area. The new facility is the first stage of a larger, long
term not-for-profit legacy project, desiring to play a part
in bringing spiritual, social and economic revival to our
city.”
The 12,000m2 church facility comprises a 1,650 seat
auditorium with wrap around malls and recreational,
training and other ancillary facilities all extending across
some 24 acre site, where the complex roof construction is making use of Magply boards as part of a high performance specification.
The recently completed 3,600m2 roof over the auditorium and sports hall uses perforated metal decking to span the main steelwork,
with an infill of Rockwool insulation.
This is then covered by a vapour check membrane and a layer of 12mm thick Magply boards, specified to carry 150mm of Hardrock
DD underlay and a further 60mm of Hardrock Multifix insulation which is weathered by a Sarnafil single ply roofing membrane.
Magply features an MgO formulation to offer a fire-safe and environmentally friendly alternative to conventional plywood or OSB
products. Additionally, the unique production process keeps the chloride content to just 0.01%, enhancing both stability and long
term durability. www.magply.co.uk

Levolux Balconies Impress At Westmount

First Fix 11 Windows In Just
23 Minutes
Timber frame and SIPs panel
manufacturers can speed up the
installation of windows and doors by
using the Sidey Kitfix system. “With
the Sidey Kitfix System, windows
and doors can be accurately fitted at
the factory stage,” says Steve Hardy,
Managing Director of fenestration and
offsite construction specialists Sidey
Solutions. “It’s quick too – 11 windows
can be first fixed in 23 minutes. They are
installed when the walls are horizontal
in the factory and the innovative Kitfix
brackets are twist fitted to the window
or door frame. Air tightness, thermal
and acoustic seals can also be included
at this stage. “This system makes
transportation simple and once on site,
the panels are erected as normal. This
means homes are wind, watertight and
secure much sooner, and makes the
build faster. It eliminates the need for
separate deliveries of windows and doors,
with no site storage required either.
www.kitfix.co.uk

Magply Specified For Roof Build Up On
Ballymena “Large Church Facility”

Yeoman Rainguard Helps Heritage Building Keep With Tradition
As part of the continuing refurbishment of The Heritage Building (the
old original hospital) at The Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham, new
rainwater hoppers and pipes are being installed in stages. Supplied and
manufactured in GRP material by Yeoman Rainguard at their head office
facilities in Leeds, the Hoppers and Downpipes have been chosen in a design
and colour to be in keeping with the art deco style of the Heritage Building
which was erected in the early 1930s.
Replacing the aging system are Yeoman Rainguard’s GRP 100mm dia.
Standard Clip Downpipes and large Highland Rainwater Hoppers in an Agate
Grey colour. Once installed this tough rainwater system will not require
maintenance, other than the occasional clear out, and as a through colour
material the UV stable hoppers and downpipes will not be pervious to colour
bleaching thus eliminating the need for repainting.
Offering 30 plus years of care-free service Yeoman Rainguard GRP rainwater systems are an economical
choice adding to the sustainability of the building and reducing future maintenance costs.
www.rainguard.co.uk

A new development in St Helier, Jersey for Dandara showcases a
revolutionary new ‘bolt-on’ balcony system, which was designed,
manufactured and installed by Levolux. The Westmount development
accommodates 245 one, two and three bed apartments. All apartments
benefit from private balconies or roof terraces.
To meet challenging client requirements, Levolux developed six different
types of balcony for the development. The shape and size of balconies
supplied by Levolux vary considerably, from rectangular, to more irregular
trapezoidal shapes and larger ‘L-shaped’ balconies that extend along two
elevations.
Unlike conventional balcony designs, which use standard components,
which are assembled during installation on site, Levolux’s ‘bolt-on’
balconies are formed from custom components and are fully assembled
at their premises prior to installation. Levolux attended site at an early
stage to fit the first-fix ‘stub’ brackets on to ‘cast-in’ fixings that had been
incorporated into the building’s core concrete structure.
The brackets were precisely engineered and aligned by Levolux in readiness
for the balconies to be fitted after the cladding was in place. The process
used by Levolux to install fully assembled balconies is surprisingly simple
and extremely efficient. Each balcony was craned into position and
temporarily rested on a positioning ledge incorporated into each ‘stub’
bracket.
The ledge was designed to allow the brackets and corresponding fixing holes to be quickly aligned, before being secured onto the building. A
steel frame provides the base, which is then complemented by composite decking and soffit panels. Each pre-assembled balcony is finished off
with toughened glass balustrading and extruded aluminium handrails. The dual-purpose front facia component is also formed from extruded
aluminium, rather than folded aluminium. The custom extrusion not only provides an attractive external aesthetic, but also serves as the glass
carrier for each balcony, ensuring perfect alignment and a low-profile finish. www.levolux.com.
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